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An integrodifference equation model is introduced to study the spatial spread

of epidemics through populations with overlapping and non-overlapping epidemi-

ological generations. Monotone and non-monotone epidemic growth functions are

considered. The focus is on the application of a recent theory of existence of

travelling wave solutions for integrodifference equations. Numerical studies with

emphasis on the minimum asymptotic speed of propagation (c∗) are conducted.

The results presented are contrasted with similar works carried out in the context

of ecological invasions. The theoretical results are illustrated numerically in the

context of SI (susceptible-infected) and SIS (susceptible-infected-susceptible) epi-

demic models. The simulations are carried out in one and two spatial dimensions

using various dispersal kernels.

In order to explore future possibilities, an alternative framework for dispersal

model is introduced via the use of a metapopulation approach. That is, a system

of nonlinear ordinary differential equations is used to model the impact of transient

populations on disease dynamics. A preliminary study of a simple two group model

is conducted in the context of the interactions between migratory and local bird

populations. The motivation comes from the recent avian influenza epidemic.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A disease that successfully invades a population typically spreads until it reaches

an endemic level of infection. Most theoretical work on disease dynamics has been

carried out for epidemics where space is not explicitly formulated (albeit there

is significant exceptions, see below). Here, we deal primarily with models that

focus on the spatial spread of disease, that is, we study the dynamics of disease

distributions in space and time. The emphasis is on travelling wave solutions and

their speed of spatial propagation. In other words, we focus on increasing our

understanding on the nature of epidemic fronts.

Models on the spread of epidemics in space and time have been developed

since 1960’s (Hadeler 2003). Two kinds of models are typically identified: contact

distribution models (Kendall 1965, Mollison 1977) and models that average the

movements of individuals in space, diffusion models. In an important article,

Mollison (1977) describes well-behaved contact distributions models. The focus

of his modeling approach is on how the locations of the individuals and their

movement are spatially related to the infectious process. Naturally, the position of

an individual relative to that of those who infected him/her is important. Hadeler

(2003) provides a clear description of both approaches. He identifies connections

between both approaches through the scaling of migration and infection rates. He

emphasized the validity of each approach as a function of the question and scenario.

He observed, for example, that contact models may better model disease spread

tied in to the frequent travels of relatively few infectious individuals. On the other

hand, diffusion approximations may better capture disease spread attributed to
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slow transport mechanisms. A common feature of both modeling approaches is

their support of traveling waves solutions where the speed of propagation depends

on the parameters of the model including those associated with the spatial process.

The classical set of examples of models that describe the movements of indi-

viduals in space includes reaction-diffusion models. Perhaps the best known such

model in biology is given by Fisher’s equation (1937). Fisher uses it to describe the

simultaneous growth and diffusion of a population. Fisher’s equation was originally

introduced to study the spread of an advantageous allele, that is, in populations

genetics. The model is given by the following nonlinear partial differential equation

∂u

∂t
= f(u) +D

∂2u

∂x2
(1.1)

where u(x, t) represents the population density (at position x and time t), f(u)

its density dependent growth function and D the diffusion coefficient. Skellam

(1951) applied this equation in the study of ecological invasions (for muskrats

populations), including two dimensions. For variants and expansions, see the books

by Okubo (1980) and Okubo and Levin (2001).

The focus of most of this dissertation is on the study of a general model that

incorporates population growth, disease dynamics and dispersal. A key feature,

is the assumption that individuals reproduce in discrete generations. In fact, the

growth and dispersal of such populations is modeled using nonlinear integrodiffer-

ence equation of the form

Nt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(Nt(y)) k(x, y) dy, (1.2)

whereNt(x) denotes the total population at time t and position x, g(Nt(y)) denotes

its nonlinear growth function, and k(x, y) the dispersal redistribution kernel. Inte-

grodifference equations of this type, are known as discrete spatial contact models.
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They can be viewed as the discrete analogues of reaction-diffusion models. These

integrodifference equations are given by functional maps that simultaneously de-

scribe local growth for populations with discrete, nonoverlapping and overlapping

generations. The role of dispersal will be explored using various redistribution

kernels. Numerical and partial analysis of integrodifference equations of this type

has been carried out in ecological contexts (Kot 1989, Kot et al. 1996). Integrodif-

ference equation analyses paid limited attention to the computation of the shapes

of traveling waves until Kot (1992) focused on them.

A highly sophisticated mathematical theory on the existence and uniqueness

of travelling wave solutions was developed by Weinberger (1978, 1982). In these

dense and important papers, he identifies necessary and sufficient conditions on the

contact distribution, growth function and initial conditions that guarantee the ex-

istence and uniqueness of travelling wave solutions. Weinberger’s study focuses (or

was motivated) in the spatial spread of an advantageous gene, that is, by Fisher’s

work. He reformulated Model (1.2) in the operator form, un+1 = Q[un], a form

that links the state un of the nth generation to the state un+1 of the (n+1)st gen-

eration. Typically, Q is an operator acting on a set of functions with values in the

interval [0, 1]. Weinberger’s results are extensive. He identifies a minimal speed of

propagation c∗ (the asymptotic speed of propagation for solutions of the recursion

formula under the integrodifference equation), establishes the existence of traveling

waves solutions for each speed c where |c| 6 c∗, and characterizes the asymptotic

behavior of the waves for restricted growth functions g and redistribution kernels

k(x, y).

The focus of this dissertation is on the application of Weinberger’s framework

and recent extensions by Li et al. (2008) to study the spread of an infectious disease
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through a susceptible population that reproduces in discrete generations. Natu-

rally, we focus on travelling wave solutions and the computation of the minimum

asymptotic speed of propagation c∗ in the context of epidemics.

Chapter 2 provides a brief review on diffusion models in biology, with em-

phasis on Fisher’s and Skellam’s (1951) work. Chapter 3 discusses existing work

on discrete time epidemic models and integrodifference equations. It incorporates

dispersal into these epidemic models using an appropriate system of integrodif-

ference equations. Chapter 4, focuses on the study of integrodifference equation

with non-monotone epidemic growth functions in one and two spatial dimensions.

Chapter 5 provides a glimpse at an alternate approach approximating dispersal

using metapopulations. A model of nonlinear ordinary differential equations is in-

troduced to model the impact of transient populations on disease dynamics. The

work is motivated by the impact that migratory birds have on local bird popula-

tions. The case of avian flu is used as a motivating example and a two group model

is briefly analyzed. Chapter 6, collects our result, presents some conclusions and

outlines future work.
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CHAPTER 2

DIFFUSION MODELS IN BIOLOGY

The role of dispersal in evolution is a central topic in population biology. Clas-

sical works in biological dispersion includes the work of Fisher (1937) and Kol-

mogorov et al. (1937) on the spread of advantageous allele, Kendall’s (1948) on

the spread of epidemics, and Skellam’s (1951) in ecology. Pioneering mathematical

contributions include, in addition to those mentioned above, the work by Mollison’s

(1977) on epidemic spread, Okubo’s (1980) monumental ecological work, Levin’s

(1986) seminal contributions in ecology and evolutionary biology, and Aronson

and Weinberger (1975) and Weinberger’s (1978, 1982) deep mathematical results.

Moreover, Okubo and Levin (2001) provide a glimpse of some current directions

of active research.

2.1 One-Dimensional Diffusion: A Simple Random Walk

Diffusion is described as the “net” movement of particles as a whole until an

equilibrium is reached. The concept of particle is broad as it refers not only

to microscopic objects but also groups and populations. Different schemes to

understand the fundamentals of diffusion and corresponding descriptive equations

have been developed in the past. Levin (1986) wrote a wonderful overview article

where he provides a derivation of the diffusion equation from a random walk and

an extensive perspective on applications. In order to provide a context for the

work of this dissertation, we review this derivation briefly.

Consider the random one-dimensional motion (the simplest random walk pro-

cess) of individuals (or particles) located at position 0 at time 0 as illustrated in
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Figure 2.1. Each individual moves either to its left or to its right λ units with

equal probability 1
2

at discrete times kτ where k ∈ {0,±1,±2, ...}. The movement

is assumed to be random. What will it be the form of the spatial distribution of

the population after time nτ units of time have elapsed? In other words, what

is the probability p(m,n) that an individual reaches a point m in space after n

time-steps?

Figure 2.1: One-dimensional random walk model.

Clearly, the spatial distribution is not uniform. The release of individuals or parti-

cles at x = 0 implies that the probability that a particle (starting at x = 0) reaches

the point vλ (v large) after k steps is very small when compared to the probability

of remaining near x = 0. An individual reaches the point mλ steps to the right of

the origin after nτ time units have elapsed if such individual has moved a steps to

the right and b steps to the left where a−b ≡ m and a+b ≡ n (the total time-steps

took to reach the point m). In other words, we have

a =
n+m

2
and b =

n−m

2
. (2.1)

The number of possible paths that a particle can take to reach at the point mλ in

b steps to the left is(
n

b

)
=

n!

b!(n− b)!
=

n!

a!b!
=

n!(
n+m

2

)
!
(

n−m
2

)
!
. (2.2)

The total number of possible n-steps paths is 2n. Hence, the probability that an

individual or a particle arrives at the point m after n (n > m) steps is given by
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the Bernoulli (binomial) distribution(
n

b

)(
1

2

)n(
1

2

)n−b

=

(
1

2

)n
n!(

n+m
2

)
!
(

n−m
2

)
!
= u(m,n). (2.3)

From the central limit theorem we know that as n goes to infinity, the binomial

distribution u(m,n) converges in distribution to the normal distribution

χ(h) =
1

σn

√
2π
e−h2/2, (2.4)

where µn = np, σn =
√
np(1− p) and h = (m − µn)/σn. In this case µn = n/2,

σn =
√
n/2 and h = (2m− n)/

√
n. Formally,

lim
n→∞

u(m,n) =

√
2

πn
exp(−m2/2n), m >> 1, n >> 1. (2.5)

If we let mλ = x and t = nτ , Eq. (2.5) becomes

u(x
λ
, t

τ
)

2λ
=

√
τ

2πtλ2
exp

{
−x2

2t

τ

λ2

}
, (2.6)

and if we assume that

lim
λ,τ→0

(λ2/2τ) = D 6= 0 (2.7)

then

u(x, t) =
1

2
√
πDt

exp(−x2/4Dt), (2.8)

that is, u(x, t) has a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation
√

2Dt. Here D is called the diffusion coefficient (constant of diffusivity). If we

differentiate Eq. (2.8) once with respect to t and twice with respect to x, we

find that the temporal rate of change of u (the population density) is directly

proportional to the second derivative of the population density with respect to x.

That is, Eq. (2.8) satisfies the diffusion or heat equation

∂u

∂t
= D

∂2u

∂x2
. (2.9)
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Eq. (2.9) describes the spread of a diffusing population. In a physical context

(heat equation), the use of initial x conditions

u(x, 0) = φ(x) =


U1 for x < 0

U2 for x > 0,

(2.10)

with U1 6= U2, at t = 0 show that at any point x ∈ (−∞,∞) the temperature

becomes positive as soon as t becomes positive. That is, heat is conducted at an

infinite speed of propagation. This is a property of the mathematical equation (an

approximation) rather than the heat conduction itself (Zachmanoglou and Thoe

1986). Despite this non-physical or non-biological behavior, the heat equation gives

good approximations on the process of heat conduction or population dispersal.

Alternative derivations of the diffusion equation can be seen in Okubo and Levin

(2001) and Murray (2002).

2.2 Reaction-Diffusion Equations

The coupling of reaction kinetics and diffusion in biochemical models produces

alternative solutions than those arising from the straight diffusional processes gov-

erned by equations, like Eq. (2.9). Such coupling gives rise to what is known as

reaction-diffusion equations. A one dimensional example of a reaction-diffusion

equation is given by

∂u

∂t
= f(u) +D

∂2u

∂x2
(2.11)

where u represents the concentration of a chemical (or population density), f(u)

represents kinetics (local population growth) and D is the diffusion coefficient

(in this example a case constant). In the ecological literature Eq. (2.11) is a
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modification of the diffusion equation, Eq. (2.9), when the growth and spread of

the population occur simultaneously, that is, f(u) models the growth rate of the

population under study at position x.

Eq. (2.11), known as the Fisher-Kolmogorov (FK) equation, was discovered

simultaneously by Fisher (1937) and Kolmogorov et al. (1937). Fisher modeled

the spatial spread of an advantageous allele using a particular form of f(u) while

Kolmogorov et al. studied the propagation problem for a general class of func-

tions f(u). Solutions of Eq. (2.11) include travelling wave solutions. Extensive

discussions can be found in the books by Britton (1986) and Murray (2002).

2.2.1 Travelling Waves

There are different kinds of travelling waves associated with the phase portraits

of dynamical systems. A travelling front corresponds to a heteroclinic orbit, that

is, a trajectory in space that joins two different fixed points (see Appendix A), for

example (as we will see in the case of Fisher’s equation) a saddle and a node. A

travelling pulse corresponds to an homoclinic orbit, that is, a trajectory in space

that joins a fixed point to itself, it connects a saddle fixed point to itself.

A travelling wave is a bounded solution that travels without changing its shape,

that is, at a fixed speed. If u(x, t) represents a traveling wave solution then the

shape must be the same for all time. Hence, the speed of propagation must remain

constant, say c. Typically, we describe travelling wave solutions as solutions (if

they exist) of the form

u(x, t) ≡ u(x− ct) ≡ U(z), (2.12)

where z = x − ct. Here, U(z) is a traveling wave that moves in the positive
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x-direction, if c > 0 and negative x-direction, if c < 0.

2.2.2 Fisher-Kolmogorov Equation

The most famous nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation is the Fisher-Kolmogoroff

(FK) equation (using the f selected by Fisher) given by

∂u

∂t
= D

∂2u

∂x2
+ ku(1− u), (2.13)

where k is a growth parameter of the local population and D is the diffusion

coefficient, both positive parameters. A rescaling of Eq. (2.13) with t∗ = kt and

x∗ = x
√

k
D

gives (omitting the asterisk to keep simple notation)

∂u

∂t
= k

∂u

∂t
(2.14)

and

∂2u

∂x2
=

k

D

∂2u

∂x2
(2.15)

leading to

∂u

∂t
=
∂2u

∂x2
+ u(1− u). (2.16)

For the spatially homogeneous situation, we have that ũ = ũ(x) satisfies

d2ũ

dx2
+ ũ(1− ũ) = 0. (2.17)

The steady states are ũ = 0 (unstable) and ũ = 1 (stable). Thus travelling waves

solutions are considered when 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. Since Eq. (2.16) is invariant in the

spatial direction, that is, we see the same dynamics when x0 is replaced by −x0,

then it does not matter if the constant c is negative or positive. Hence, we assume

without loss of generality that c ≥ 0. Substitution of the traveling waveform
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u(x, t) = u(x − ct) = U(z) into Eq. (2.16) results in the following second order

ordinary differential equation for U(z)

U ′′ + cU ′ + U(1− U) = 0, (2.18)

where ′ denotes differentiation with respect to z.

The task is to find the value of c such that a solution of the wavefront U will

exist that satisfies

lim
z→∞

U(z) = 0, lim
z→−∞

U(z) = 1, (2.19)

that is, solutions that connect the equilibrium points U = 0 and U = 1. The study

of Eq. (2.18) is equivalent to the study of the two-dimensional system

U ′ = V, V ′ = −cV − U(1− U). (2.20)

Phase plane trajectories of System (2.20) in the (U, V ) plane are solutions of the

nonlinear equation

dV

dU
=
−cV − U(1− U)

V
. (2.21)

The equilibrium points for System (2.20) in the (U, V ) plane are (0, 0) and (1, 0).

The linear stability analysis of System (2.20) shows that the eigenvalues λ for these

equilibria are given by λ1,2 = τ ± (τ 2 − 4∆)1/2 where τ and ∆ are the trace and

determinant, respectively, of the corresponding Jacobian matrix evaluated at each

equilibrium point. In fact, we have that for

(0, 0) : λ1,2 =
1

2

[
−c± (c2 − 4)

1
2

]
=⇒


(0, 0) is a stable node if c2 > 4

(0, 0) is a stable spiral if c2 < 4

(1, 0) : λ1,2 =
1

2

[
−c± (c2 + 4)

1
2

]
=⇒ (1, 0) is a saddle point.
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Figure 2.2: The figure on the left shows the phase plane trajectories for Eq. (2.20)
for the travelling wave front solution where c2 > 4. The figure on the right shows
the travelling wave front solution of the Fisher’s equation for c ≥ 2.

Hence, a travelling wave front supporting a hereroclinic orbit that connects the

equilibrium points U = 1 to U = 0 is expected, see Figure 2.2. Note that if

c ≥ cmin = 2 then the origin is a stable node. In terms of the original parameters

in the model (Model (2.13)), we have that

c ≥ cmin = 2
√
kD, (2.22)

where the minimum speed corresponds to a stable solution. Certainly, there are

travelling waves solutions for c < 2 but because in this case U < 0 they are

biologically irrelevant, U spirals around (0, 0). For the reaction-diffusion equation

∂u

∂t
=
∂2u

∂x2
+ u(1− u), (2.23)

Kolmogoroff et al. (1937) proved (for a class of functions) that if initial conditions
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have compact support or specifically if

u(x, 0) = u0(x) ≥ 0, u0(x) =


1 ifx ≤ x1,

0 ifx ≥ x2

(2.24)

where x1 < x2 and u0(x) is continuous in x1 < x < x2 then the solution u(x, t)

evolves into a travelling wavefront solution. Therefore, a travelling wavefront so-

lution U(z) with z = x− 2t exist for speeds greater than or equal to the minimum

speed cmin = 2, see Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Travelling wavefront solution for the Fisher-Kolmogoroff equation with
f(u) = u(1− u) where the wave velocity c ≥ 2.

2.3 Ecological Invasion

The classical work on the use of diffusion models in ecology is that of Skellam

(1951). He was among the first to model the movement of individuals as a diffu-

sion process, that is, the random dispersal of continuously reproducing individuals
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over two spatial dimensions. Skellam deduced and applied the law of diffusion in

order to quantify the spatial distribution of the population density in linear and

two dimensional habitats. The equilibrium states and stability of various analytical

models were studied in relation to the size of the habitat and analytical formu-

lations were extended to various biological situations in his work. By combining

the diffusion equation with different types of population growth functions Skel-

lam found the travelling wave of an invasive population advancing at a constant

velocity.

2.3.1 An Ecological Problem

Skellam’s work was motivated by the study of the spread of muskrats populations

in central Europe after their introduction in 1905. Muskrats were introduced for

fur breeding but some escaped, spread, reproduced and took over the European

continent in less than 50 years (Shigesada and Kawasaki 2001). Skellam calculated

the enclosed area occupied by the muskrat population based on the map of Ulbrich

(1930). Taking the square root of the area estimated by concentric circles of

radius r led him to the identification of a linear relationship between the time

and the square root of the area
√
πr. Figure 2.4 shows the boundaries of the

muskrats for certain years based on geographic data by Ulbrich (1930) and the

linear relationship found by Skellam. The range of the muskrats advance turn out

to be well-approximated by a constant speed (provided by the slope of the line).
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Figure 2.4: Re-created from Skellam (1951): Figure A on the left shows the bound-
aries of the muskrat population in central Europe based on Ulbrich (1930) while
Figure B on the right shows the linear relantionship between the time and

√
Area

occupied by the muskrat populations.

2.3.2 Population Growth

Typically, it is assumed that growth and dispersal occur at different stages. In

these situations, the size of the population will determine which equation models

the population growth. If the population is small a Malthusian model

du

dt
= lu (2.25)

will suffice. However, for larger populations the logistic model

du

dt
= u(l − ku), (2.26)

= lu

(
1− u

l/k

)
(2.27)

is more realistic. Here l represents the per-capita population growth rate and l/k

the carrying capacity of the population under study. A stable population level will

exist at u∗ = l/k.
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2.3.3 A Diffusion Problem

Mathematically, it is simple to consider linear habitats such as those modeled via

Fisher’s equation (1937). One dimensional models have been used to study diffu-

sion in coastal zones or bank of rivers (see for example, Lubina and Levin 1988).

Therefore, if u denotes the population density as a function of time and space then

a one dimensional form expressing random dispersal coupled with Malthusian pop-

ulation growth produces the equation

∂u

∂t
= D

∂2u

∂x2
+ lu (2.28)

where D represents the displacement of individuals in any direction at particular

fixed time intervals. The condition for the existence of a steady state will depend

on the ability of the population in favorable regions to make up for the decline in

unfavorable ones. Therefore, assuming that such compensation mechanism exist,

the condition for steady state will be given by solutions ũ = ũ(x) of

d2ũ

dx2
+

l

D
ũ = 0. (2.29)

We see that the only steady state is ũ = 0 (see discussion below). The case of

diffusion coupled with logistic growth is modeled precisely by Fisher’s equation

which was discussed before.

Skellam (1951) was the first one to model dispersal of individuals in two spatial

dimension using Fisher’s equation. He studied the corresponding two dimensional

versions using malthusian and logistic growth. Two dimensional problems, that

support radially symmetric solutions, turned out to be useful and easy to analyze.

The fact that two dimensional regions can be approximated by circles gave his work

empirical value as well. In fact, it has been applied to study dispersal in islands,
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hill tops and patches of woodland. The two dimensional form of reaction-diffusion

equation combining the effects of diffusion with geometric growth is given by

∂u

∂t
= D

(
∂2u

∂x2
+
∂2u

∂y2

)
+ lu. (2.30)

For radially symmetrical cases the above equation reduces to

∂u

∂t
= D

(
∂2u

∂r2
+

1

r

∂u

∂r

)
+ lu, (2.31)

where r2 = x2 + y2. The solution of Eq. (2.31) with inital condition u(x, 0) = u0

is given by

u(r, t) =
u0

4πDt
exp

(
lt− r2

4Dt

)
(2.32)

(Shigesada and Kawasaki 2001). Other two-dimensional solutions for various bio-

logical situations can be found in Skellam (1951).

The combined effect of diffusion and logistic growth in two dimensional habitats

is expressed by

∂u

∂t
= D

(
∂2u

∂x2
+
∂2u

∂y2

)
+ u(l − ku). (2.33)

In the radially symmetrical cases, it reduces to

∂u

∂t
= D

(
∂2u

∂r2
+

1

r

∂u

∂r

)
+ u(l − ku), (2.34)

where r2 = x2 + y2. Skellam numerically simulated Eq. (2.34). He plotted the

trajectories for general solutions of population density (spatial distributions) for

different cases in order to capture a region of extinction, circular and annular

survival regions. He concluded that habitats below a “critical” size (a result that

depends on initial conditions) are insufficient to maintain a species undergoing

unrestricted random dispersal. On the other hand, habitats that are slightly larger

than the estimate size can maintain dome-shaped population densities. Larger

habitats supported plateau population densities.
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2.4 Integrodifference Equations

Integrodifference equations naturally arise as models for the study of the spatial

spread of populations for organisms with non-overlapping generations for biologi-

cal situations with distinct growth and dispersal stages (Kot and Schaeffer 1986).

Their use in the study of dispersal has gain acceptance over the last three decades,

in part, because integrodifference equations allow for the study of populations

with dispersal distances other than normal (Kot et al. 1996). Reaction difus-

sion equations often assume that individuals disperse in each direction with equal

probability.

Integrodifference equations, in their simplest form, are easy to describe. Let

Nt(x) denote the population density at location x ∈ R and time t ∈ Z+ = 0, 1, 2, ....

The population density at time t + 1 is the result of population growth and a

dispersal process. First, the number of offspring produced at location y is given

by the function g(Nt(y)). These offspring disperse from location y to location

x as prescribed by the dispersal kernel k(x, y). The dispersal kernel typically

takes the form of a probability density function, that is, the probability that an

individual will disperse from location y to the interval (x− 1
2
dx, x+ 1

2
dx) is modeled

by k(x, y)dx, where k(x, y) ≥ 0. In the case of non-overlapping generation (the

parents are all assumed to perish after reproducing), we have that

Nt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(Nt(y)) k(x, y) dy. (2.35)

Often, for simplicity it is assumed that the environment is homogeneous and

isotropic. This implies that the dispersal kernel depends only on the relative

distance between x and y. Thus k(x, y) can be written as k(x − y), that is, it
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is symmetric with respect to this single argument. In this case Eq. (2.35) becomes

Nt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(Nt(y)) k(x− y) dy. (2.36)

It is further assumed that k(x− y) is continuous, that there is no mortality during

the dispersal phase (i. e.
∫∞
−∞ k(y) dy = 1), and that initial conditions have compact

support, that is,

N0(x) > 0, x ∈ [−δ, δ] and N0(x) = 0, x /∈ [−δ, δ]

for some δ small.

The dynamics of integrodifference equation models that incorporate realistic

dispersal kernels (Neubert et al. 1995) and classical discrete-time population dy-

namic models have been used in ecological studies of spatial pattern formation (Kot

1989, Neubert et al. 1995), transient dynamics (Hastings and Higgins 1994, Neu-

bert et al. 2002), the determination of minimum feasible habitat sizes (Kot and

Schaeffer 1986, Van Kirk and Lewis 1997, Latore et al. 1998), and competition

(Allen et al. 1996) to name a few.

Mathematical and ecological research on invasion makes use of integrodifference-

equation models (see, for example, the paper by Neubert and Parker (2004) and

references therein). Interest in biological invasions has been stimulated in part by

the work of Kot et al. (1996), who showed that the rate of spread of an invading

species (through space) is particularly sensitive to the shape of the tail of the dis-

persal redistribution kernel. Kot et al. (1996) showed numerically that fat-tailed

redistribution kernels can lead to accelerating rather than constant speed traveling

waves. These researches observed that normal redistribution kernels can grossly

underestimate rates of spread of invading populations when compared with those
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of models that incorporate more realistic leptokurtic distributions. In other words,

the shape of the redistribution kernel has a big impact on the speed of invasion.

2.4.1 Travelling Wave Solutions for Integrodifference Equa-

tions

Kot et al. (1992) identified the rate of spread of the invasion with that of the speed

of a travelling wave solution of the form

Nt+1(x) = Nt(x− c), (2.37)

where c, the speed of the travelling wave, is a constant. Direct substitution of Eq.

(2.37) into Eq. (2.36) gives rise to the following condition

N(x− c) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(N(y)) k(x− y) dy (2.38)

for the existence of travelling wave solutions.

Weinberger (1978) showed that travelling wave solutions of Eq. (2.36) exist for

all speeds c greater than a minimum wave speed c∗ (Eq. (2.40) provided below), if

(i) g(N) is continuously differentiable on the interval [0, N∗];

(ii) g(0) = 0 and g(N∗) = N∗;

(iii) g′(N) ≥ 0, N < g(N) ≤ g′(0)N in (0, N∗);

(iv) k(x) is exponentially bounded (i.e., k(x) ≤ Ae−µ|x| for some A, µ > 0).

Condition (ii) implies the existence of two spatially homogeneous equilibria: Nt(x) ≡

0 and Nt(x) ≡ N∗. Condition (iii) requires that these are the only equilibria in the

interval [0, N∗], that 0 is unstable and N∗ is stable. Each travelling wave solution
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represents a temporal transition from 0 to N∗ at every location, i.e., a hetero-

clinic connection. Condition (iv) implies the existence (finiteness) of the moment

generating function

m(ρ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
eρx k(x) dx. (2.39)

Weinberger (1978) showed that, for such exponentially bounded kernels, initial

conditions with compact support converge to travelling waves with minimum speed

c∗ = min
ρ>0

{
1

ρ
ln [g′(0) m(ρ)]

}
. (2.40)

The monotonicity of g plays a key role in the proof of this result. Dispersal

kernels that are not exponentially bounded (so called “fat-tailed” kernels) may

produce accelerating invasions (Kot et al. 1996, Allen and Ernest 2002). These

kernels will not be studied here. Weinberger et al. (2002), building on the work

of Lui (1989), extended these results to cooperative systems of integrodifference

equations. Neubert and Caswell (2000) explored the sensitivity of the invasion

speed to both demographic and dispersal parameters in demographically structured

systems.

In the next two chapters integrodifference equations will be used to study the

spatial spread of infectious diseases through susceptible populations.
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CHAPTER 3

EPIDEMIC SPREAD IN POPULATIONS AT DEMOGRAPHIC

EQUILIBRIUM

Integrodifference equations are frequently used to understand the spread of in-

vasive species. As discussed in the introduction, previous studies have focussed

on invading species spreading into previously unoccupied habitats. In contrast,

the focus here is on the spread of an infectious disease through a susceptible pop-

ulation, that is, within a habitat full of susceptibles. Specifically, this study is

on the role of dispersal on disease dynamics in SI (susceptible-infected) and SIS

(susceptible-infected-susceptible) epidemic models with non-overlapping and over-

lapping epidemiological generations. That is, this study focuses on the dynamics of

diseases where infected individuals may or may not return to the susceptible class.

The epidemiological processes are modeled from first principles but the models are

necessarily simple so that, at this stage of our investigation they can be fitted into

existing complex mathematical theory.

Simple epidemic models for populations with discrete generations that can be

reduced, under some assumptions, to one dimensional maps of the form It+1 = g(It)

where It denotes the density of infectives in generation t and g is the local disease

reproductive function, are formulated. As long as infection does not modify the

dispersal process, the problem of finding the rate of spread of infection reduces to

the study of the following integrodifference equation

It+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(It(y)) k(x− y) dy. (3.1)

The infectious reproductive function g(It) is used to model populations with over-

lapping and non-overlapping epidemiological generations of infectious individuals.
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The form of g is derived from first principles. Non-monotonic increasing repro-

ductive disease functions g arise naturally in models derived from first principles.

Hence, in general g will not satisfy Condition (iii) (page 20) in Weinberger’s result.

Thus, the need to account for the role of non-monotone g’s on the spatial spread

of disease is of critical importance. This will be pursued in Chapter 4. In general,

we proceed to identify g-invariant subsets [0, I∗] (0 and I∗ > 0 fixed points of g)

because on these sets g tends to be monotone. When g is monotone in [0, I∗] Wein-

berger’s (1978) results apply provided that the rest of the required assumptions

are met.

3.1 Epidemic Models

We build spatial epidemic models using integrodifference equations using discrete-

time models for the local disease dynamics. A process for constructing well-defined

epidemic processes on populations with well understood demography has been

recently introduced (Castillo-Chavez and Yakubu 2001). These researches let Pt

denote the population size at time t and f(Pt) denotes the number of newborn

individuals produced at time t that survive to time t+ 1. If γ ∈ [0, 1) denotes the

constant fraction of individuals of age 1 or older who survive from time t to t+ 1

then the local population dynamics are governed by

Pt+1 = f(Pt) + γPt. (3.2)

Depending on the choice of f , Eq. (3.2) can support from simple to chaotic dynam-

ics. It is on the dynamics governed by Eq. (3.2) that we build epidemic processes.

To do this, we let the population be further subdivided into two epidemiological

classes: susceptible (St) and infected (It) under the restriction that all individuals
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belong to one of these two classes, that is, we must have that

Pt = St + It, (3.3)

where the dynamics of Pt are governed by Eq. (3.2).

It is assumed that mortality for general causes are included in γ and f . It

is also assumed that the mortality associated with the disease dynamics or the

dispersal process is negligible compared to the mortality for general causes (γ)

or from mortality associated with reproduction (f). Hence, changes in popula-

tion size are driven primarily by (potentially density-dependent) effects on the

birth/recruitment process described by f and on the ability of individuals to sur-

vive from generation to generation (γ) in the absence of disease.

Assuming that the process of reproduction, infection, and mortality occur se-

quentially (and in this particular order), one can write the following SIS epidemic

model

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)f(Pt) + γQ(zt)St + γ(1− σ)It, (3.4a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))f(Pt) + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γσIt (3.4b)

with incidence,

zt =
It

Pt + f(Pt)
. (3.5)

In Model (3.4), the function Q(zt) denotes the proportion of susceptible indi-

viduals that do not become infected at time t given that the disease prevalence is

zt. In general, Q : [0,∞) → [0, 1) is a monotone, concave function with Q(0) = 1;

Q′(u) < 0; Q′′(u) ≥ 0 for all u ∈ [0,∞). As it is common (Castillo-Chavez and

Yakubu 2001, 2002 and Perez Velazquez 1999), the “probability” of not becoming
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infected (for specific examples) is modeled as

Q(zt) = e−αzt . (3.6)

That is, encounters that lead to infection are modeled via a Poisson process. Thus,

the probability of n successful encounters is modeled as a Poisson distribution

p(n) = e−λλn

n!
, where λ is the parameter of the Poisson distribution and p(0) = e−λ

represents the probability that a given event does not occur (zero encounters),

hence Eq. (3.6). The positive parameter α is identified as the transmission coeffi-

cient, 1− γ is the fraction of individuals that are removed (death) after birth, and

σ denotes the fraction of infected individuals that remain infected from one time

to the next. The remaining fraction (1− σ) recover and return to the susceptible

class. Reductions on births are only the result of density dependent effects and

hence included in f . Note that by summing the equations in System (3.4) the

population dynamics reduced to those modeled by Eq. (3.2).

In contrast to the model of Castillo-Chavez and Yakubu (2001), this model

allows for the infection of newborn individuals (as captured by the first terms on

the right-hand side of Eqs. (3.4)). Since generations must overlap at least long

enough for this to happen, the denominator of zt in Eq. (3.6) must include both

Pt and f(Pt). Model (3.4) has (under some conditions that will be discussed later)

two equilibria I1 = 0 and I2 = I∗ > 0.

Assuming that dispersal occurs after mortality, and that the disease does not

affect the dispersal process we can add dispersal to the epidemic model that takes
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us to the following system of integrodifference equations:

St+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(St(y), It(y)) k(x− y) dy, (3.7a)

It+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ(St(y), It(y)) k(x− y) dy. (3.7b)

Note that the sum of these two equations leads to the recovery of the “standard”

dispersal model

Pt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
[f(Pt(y)) + γPt(y)] k(x− y) dy. (3.8)

3.2 Constant Recruitment

The dynamics of populations governed by Eq. (3.2) as well as those that model

the spread of epidemics on such populations, can be quite complicated (Castillo-

Chavez and Yakubu 2001). To simplify matters and illustrate some possibilities,

we assume that f(Pt) = Λ, where Λ a positive constant. This assumption is

relevant in at least two biological scenarios. In the first, the carrying capacity of

the environment is small relative to the reproductive capacity of the species; in

essence, one individual could produce enough offspring to take up all the available

space locally. In the second scenario, the population is considered “open”, that

is, recruitment is independent of local population density. Populations of coastal

invertebrate species are often described in this way (Caley et al. 1996).

With f(Pt) = Λ, in the absence of dispersal, we have from Eq. (3.2) that

Pt =
Λ

1− γ
+ γt

(
P0 −

Λ

1− γ

)
. (3.9)

Thus

Λ∗ ≡ lim
t→∞

Pt =
Λ

1− γ
(3.10)
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is the demographic steady state of the total population.

3.2.1 Basic Reproductive Number with Constant Recruit-

ment

An important threshold condition in epidemiology is given by the basic repro-

ductive number, R0. This dimensionless quantity is derived from the lineariza-

tion of the model described by Eqs. (3.4b) and (3.6) around its disease free

equilibrium (S0, I0) = (Λ∗, 0). The linearization leads to It+1 ≈ g′(0)It with

g′(0) = α[p + γ(1 − p)] + γσ where p = Λ
Λ+Λ∗

denotes the proportion of new-

borns in generation t+ 1 and γ(1− p) the proportion of residents that survived to

generation t+ 1. Hence, an epidemic will ensue if g′(0) > 1 or equivalently if

R0 =
α

1− γσ
[p+ γ(1− p)] (3.11)

is greater than one. The basic reproductive number, R0, is interpreted as the

average number of secondary infections generated by the introduction of a “typical”

infectious individual in a population of mostly susceptibles at a demographic steady

state (that is, Pt = Λ∗). In order to make the meaning of R0 clear, we make the

following observations:

(a) γσ denotes the proportion of infected that survive from generation t to gen-

eration t + 1. Hence 1
1−γσ

denotes the average number of generations and

individual lives as infected before death or recovery.

(b) α denotes the average effective transmission rate and pα the contribution to

secondary cases of infections by new infections in newborns with (1 − p)α

the contribution from susceptible adults that become infected.
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The effect of α on p or (1− p) takes place during the “average” window of oppor-

tunities α
1−γσ

. In the example generated by Model (3.4) and Eq. (3.6) (Poisson

process) in populations at demographic equilibrium R0 reduces to

R0 =
α

1− γσ

1

(2− γ)
. (3.12)

Locally, R0 > 1 correspond to epidemic growth while 0 ≤ R0 ≤ 1 corresponds to

the local extinction of the disease. In fact, as long as R0 > 1 the disease will become

locally endemic. That is, It+1 = g(It) has two equilibria I1 = 0 and I2 = I∗ > 0,

with I∗ globally stable whenever R0 > 1.

Theoretical results on the qualitative dynamics equivalence of autonomous and

non-autonomous systems have been established by Thieme (1992) in the context

of continuous time dynamical systems and by Zhao (1996) for discrete time dy-

namical systems. Their results identify conditions under which autonomous and

non-autonomous systems have the same qualitative dynamics. Here, we use these

results (or special initial conditions) to reduce two-dimensional systems to a one-

dimensional equation as it was done in Castillo-Chavez and Yakubu (2001).

Theorem 3.2.1. Let α be a positive constant.

(a) If R0 < 1, then the solutions (St, It) of System (3.4) approach the disease-free

equilibrium, (Λ∗, 0), as t→∞.

(b) If R0 > 1, then the solutions (St, It) of System (3.4) approach a unique positive

endemic equilibrium, (1− I∗, I∗) ∈ (0,∞)× (0,∞), as t→∞.

Proof. The function for the proportion of infected individuals is given by

h(I) =
(
1− e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )

)
Λ + γ

(
1− e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )

)
(Λ∗ − I) + γσI, (3.13)
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where h(0) = 0 and 0 ≤ I ≤ Λ∗. The set of iterates of h is equivalent to the set of

density sequence generated by Eq. (3.4b). Differentiation with respect to I gives

h′(I) =

(
αΛ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ ) − γ(1− e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )) +

(
αγ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )(Λ∗ − I) + γσ

and

h′′(I) = −
(

α

Λ + Λ∗

)2

Λe(
−αI

Λ+Λ∗ ) − 2

(
αγ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ ) −γ

(
α

Λ + Λ∗

)2

e(
−αy

Λ+Λ∗ )(Λ∗ − I).

To establish the results of the theorem, we will show that R0 < 1 implies 0 <

h′(0) < 1, R0 > 1 implies h′(0) > 1 and, h′′(I) < 0 for I ∈ (0,Λ∗].

Note that 0 < R0 < 1 implies 0 < h′(0) = α[p+ γ(1− p)] + γσ < 1. Therefore,

the fixed point {0} is locally stable under h-iteration. Since h′′(I) < 0 for I ∈ [0,Λ∗]

therefore, the monotonicity condition on h′ and the fact that h′(0) < 1 imply that

h′(I) < 1 or h(I) < I for I ∈ [0,Λ∗]. Hence the sequence, {It}t≥0, a strictly

decreasing sequence bounded below by zero, converges to the only fixed point of h

in the interval [0,Λ∗], zero. This proves condition (a).

The case of R0 > 1 implies that h′(0) = α[p+γ(1−p)]+γσ > 1 and, therefore,

the fixed point {0} is locally unstable under h-iteration. Let I∗ denote the smallest

positive fixed point of h in [0,Λ∗], and note that since Λ = (1− γ)Λ∗ then

h(Λ∗) = (1− e

“
−αΛ∗
Λ+Λ∗

”
)Λ + γσΛ∗ (3.14)

= Λ∗(1− γ(1− σ)− (1− γ)e(
−α
2−γ )), (3.15)

< Λ∗. (3.16)

The intermediate value theorem guarantees the existence of a positive fixed point

I∗ ∈ (0,Λ∗) satisfying h(I∗) = I∗ and h(I) > I for I ∈ (0, I∗) and, consequently,

h′(I∗) ≤ 1. Since h′′(I) < 0 implies that h′(I) < h′(I∗) ≤ 1 for I ∈ (I∗,Λ∗),
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then
∫ I

I∗
h′(x)dx <

∫ I

I∗
dx and, we have h(I) < I for I ∈ (I∗,Λ∗). Hence, h has a

unique positive fixed point I∗ ∈ (0,Λ∗). Furthermore, h(I) > I for I ∈ (0, I∗) and

h(I) < I for I ∈ (I∗,Λ∗).

To establish the global stability of I∗, we first prove the non-existence of non-

trivial two-cycles for h. First, we show that 1 + h′(I) > 0. Note that

1 + h′(I) = 1 +

(
αΛ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ ) − γ

(
1− e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )

)
+

(
αγ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )(Λ∗ − y)

+γσ

= (1− γ)+

(
αΛ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ ) + γe(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )+

(
αγ

Λ + Λ∗

)
e(

−αI
Λ+Λ∗ )(Λ∗ − y)

+γσ,

> 0.

Hence, 1 + h′(I) 6= 0 for I ∈ (0,Λ∗]. Suppose h has a non-trivial 2-cycle {p, q},

where p, q ∈ [0,Λ∗], then h(p) = q and h(q) = p where p 6= q. The mean value

theorem guarantees the existence of a point k between p and q such that h′(k) =

h(p) − h(q)/p − q = −1, and 1 + h′(k) = 0, a contradiction. Hence, h has no

non-trivial 2 cycles in [0,Λ∗]. From results in Cull (1986) and McCluskey and

Muldowney (1998); the non-existence of non-trivial 2-cycles for h implies global

stability of the positive fixed point I∗.

3.3 Integrodifference Epidemic Models with Constant Re-

cruitment

Here, we focus in the case where P0(x) = Λ∗ for all x and t which implies that

Pt(x) = Λ∗ for all x and t. That is, we focus on the study of a disease spreading
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through populations at demographic equilibrium. In this case, it is possible to

eliminate St(x) from System (3.7), that is, the problem reduces to the study of the

single integrodifference equation

It+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(It(y)) k(x− y) dy, (3.17)

where

g(It(y)) = [1−Q(zt(y))][Λ
∗ − γIt(y)] + γσIt(y), (3.18)

and

zt(y) =
It(y)

Λ∗ + Λ
. (3.19)

The function g is nonnegative since It ≤ Λ∗ and g′(0) = α[p + γ(1 − p)] + γσ

corresponds to the linearization that leads to the computation of R0. That is, the

R0 associated with local epidemic growth at any location is the same as the one

in Eq. (3.11), see calculations in Appendix B.

The task now is to determine the conditions under which the function g satis-

fies Weinberger’s conditions, specifically Conditions (ii) and (iii) (page 20) when

f(Pt) = Λ and Q(zt) = e−αzt .

3.3.1 Example with Overlapping Generations (SIS, γ > 0)

Consider the case where the probability of survival is positive (i.e., γ > 0), then

the model under consideration is

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)f(Pt) + γQ(zt)St + γ(1− σ)It, (3.20a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))f(Pt) + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γσIt. (3.20b)

Here,

g(It(y)) =

(
1− exp

[
−αIt(y)
Λ + Λ∗

])
(Λ∗ − γIt(y)) + γσIt(y), (3.21)
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and g′(0) = α
2−γ

+γσ. The function g defined by Eq. (3.21) satisfies all Weinberger’s

conditions (pages 20-20) except Condition (iii) since g is not monotonic increasing

unless

(Λ∗ − γIt(y))

(
α

Λ + Λ∗

)
exp

[
−αIt(y)
Λ + Λ∗

]
> γ

(
(1− σ)− exp

[
−αIt(y)
Λ + Λ∗

])
(3.22)

or (
α

2− γ
+ γ

)
exp

[
−αIt(y)
Λ + Λ∗

]
> γ

(
(1− σ) +

αIt(y)

Λ + Λ∗ exp

[
−αIt(y)
Λ + Λ∗

])
. (3.23)

Hence, there are simple SIS models with travelling wave solutions when the

function g is monotonic increasing in invariant sets such as [0, I∗], that is, when

Eq. (3.22) is satisfied. The disease will spread as long as R0 = α
1−γσ

1
(2−γ)

> 1.

3.3.2 Example with Non-Overlapping Generations (SI, γ ≡

0)

The case γ = 0 corresponds to a semelparous organism with non-overlapping

generations. In this case, Model (3.20) becomes

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)f(Pt), (3.24a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))f(Pt), (3.24b)

that is, a SI (susceptible-infected) model. Setting Λ = Λ∗ gives

g(It(y)) = Λ

(
1− exp

[
−αIt(y)

2Λ

])
(3.25)

and g′(0) = α/2. The basic reproductive number is given by R0 = g′(0) = α/2.

Weinberger’s conditions holds in this case thus, g(0) = 0, there exist I∗ such that
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g(I∗) = I∗, g′(I) ≥ 0 and I < g(I) ≤ g′(0)I for I ∈ (0, I∗). Hence, the disease will

grow whenever α > 2 and initial conditions have compact support. The disease

invasion condition is independent of Λ because of the choice of disease prevalence

zt. If zt = It then the basic reproductive number would be R0 = αΛ > 1.

3.3.3 Example with Overlapping Generations (SI, γ > 0

and σ = 1)

The case where γ > 0 and σ = 1 (no recovery) leads to the SI model given by the

following system

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)f(Pt) + γQ(zt)St, (3.26a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))f(Pt) + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γIt. (3.26b)

The model’s basic reproductive number is

R0 =
α

1− γ

1

(2− γ)
, (3.27)

and the corresponding

g(It(y)) ≡ [1−Q(zt(y))][Λ
∗ − γIt(y)] + γIt(y), (3.28)

with

zt(y) =
It(y)

Λ∗ + Λ
, (3.29)

or

g(It(y)) =

(
1− exp

[
−αIt(y)
Λ + Λ∗

])
(Λ∗ − γIt(y)) + γIt(y), (3.30)

with g′(0) = α
2−γ

+ γ. The disease will become established as long as R0 =

α
1−γ

1
(2−γ)

> 1. Since Eq. (3.30) satisfies Conditions (i)-(iii) (pages 20-20), the
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work of Weinberger (1978) applies. Consequently, when dispersal is added to

Model (3.26) travelling wave solutions with a minimal speed of propagation exists.

The minimal speed c∗ of disease propagation can be “identified” and computed for

specific kernels.

For all three examples, the addition of dispersal to the epidemic models ((3.20),

(3.24), (3.26)) lead to travelling wave solutions with a minimal speed of propagation

if R0 > 1, that is, if the disease has the ability to spread locally through populations

at demographic equilibrium. Initial conditions with compact support are required,

and Weinberger’s conditions on g need to be met.

3.4 Geometric Growth

If new recruits arrive at the rate µ > 0 per generation, that is, if f(Pt) = µPt then

Eq. (3.2) becomes

Pt+1 = µPt + γPt = (µ+ γ)Pt (3.31)

implies

Pt = (µ+ γ)tP0. (3.32)

Hence Pt converges to zero when |µ + γ| < 1. If we define the demographic

basic reproductive number Rd as the average number of offsprings produced by a

typically small pioneer population (P0) over its lifetime then

Rd =
µ

1− γ
. (3.33)

If Rd < 1, the population becomes extinct while if Rd > 1, the population grows

at a geometric rate.
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The epidemic Model (3.4), with geometric growth becomes

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)µPt + γQ(zt)St + γ(1− σ)It, (3.34a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))µPt + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γσIt, (3.34b)

with incidence,

zt =
It

(µ+ 1)Pt

. (3.35)

System (3.34) can be reduced to a single equation via the use of proportions. In

fact, letting st = St

Pt
and it = It

Pt
(st + it = 1) we see that

st+1 = ϕ(st, it) =
µ

µ+ γ
Q(zt) +

γ

µ+ γ
Q(zt)st +

γ

µ+ γ
(1− σ)it, (3.36a)

it+1 = ψ(st, it) =
µ

µ+ γ
(1−Q(zt)) +

γ

µ+ γ
(1−Q(zt))st

+
γ

µ+ γ
σit (3.36b)

with incidence

zt =
it

(µ+ 1)
. (3.37)

The substitution st = 1−it reduces System (3.36) to the following one-dimensional

autonomous system for it

it+1 =
µ

µ+ γ
(1−Q(zt)) +

γ

µ+ γ
(1−Q(zt))(1− it) +

γ

µ+ γ
σit. (3.38)

3.4.1 Basic Reproductive Number with Geometric Growth

The basic reproductive number, R0, can be easily computed from the linearization

of the one dimensional equation Eq. (3.38), near the disease free equilibrium

(s0, i0) = (1, 0) with incidence provided by Eq. (3.37). In fact, since g′(0) =

α
µ+1

+ γσ
µ+γ

therefore

R0 =
α(1− γ)Rd + αγ

[(1− γ)Rd + 1][(1− γ)Rd + γ(1− σ)]
, (3.39)
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where

(a) 1
[(1−γ)Rd+1][1−γ+γ(1−σ)]

denotes the average number of generations an individual

spends as infected before death or recovery, weighted by demographic effects.

(b) α denotes the average effective transmission rate and α(1 − γ)Rd = αµ the

contribution to secondary cases by infected offsprings, weighted by demo-

graphic effects.

In the absence of demography, Rd = 1, Eq. (3.39) reduces to R0 = α
(2−γ)(1−γσ)

, that

is, we recover the formula for the basic reproductive number of the epidemic model

with constant recruitment. If Rd 6= 1, demography impacts disease dynamics, that

is, it plays a role in R0. When R0 > 1, the epidemic grows but when 0 ≤ R0 ≤ 1,

the disease dies out. The following theorem collect these results (Castillo-Chavez

and Yakubu 2001).

Theorem 3.4.1. Let α be a positive constant.

(a) If Rd < 1, the total population, Pt = St + It, decreases to zero at a geometric

rate; if Rd > 1, the total population increases at a geometric rate; and if Rd = 1

the total population remains fixed at its initial value.

(b) When Rd < 1 and R0 < 1 the proportion It

Pt
of infectives in the total population

tends to zero as t → ∞, while the proportion St

Pt
of susceptibles tends to one as

t→∞. That is, they tend to the disease free equilibrium (1, 0), where St decreases

at the same (geometric) rate as Pt.

(c) When Rd < 1 and R0 > 1 the proportion It

Pt
of infectives and St

Pt
of susceptibles

tends to the positive numbers, I∗

P ∗
as t → ∞ and 1 − I∗

P ∗
as t → ∞, respectively.

That is, they tend to the endemic equilibrium
(
1− I∗

P ∗
, I∗

P ∗

)
, where St, It and Pt all

decrease at the same (geometric) rate.
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(d) When Rd > 1 and R0 < 1 the proportion It

Pt
of infectives in the total population

tends to zero as t → ∞, while the proportion St

Pt
of susceptibles tends to one as

t → ∞. Therefore, the population tends to the disease free equilibrium (1, 0) with

St increasing at the same (geometric) rate as Pt.

(e) When Rd > 1 and R0 > 1 the proportion It

Pt
of infectives and St

Pt
of susceptibles

in the total population tend to the positive numbers, I∗

P ∗
as t → ∞ and 1 − I∗

P ∗
as

t→∞, respectively. Therefore, these proportions tend to the endemic equilibrium(
1− I∗

P ∗
, I∗

P ∗

)
. Here St, It and Pt increase at the same (geometric) rate.

Proof. The total population obeys, Pt+1 = (µ + γ)Pt which implies that the de-

mographic reproductive number is Rd = µ
1−γ

. That is, Rd < 1 implies that Pt

decreases geometrically to zero while Rd > 1 implies that Pt increases geometri-

cally to infinity.

Now we let st = St

Pt
and it = It

Pt
and prove that if R0 < 1 then solutions

(st, it) of System (3.36) approach the equilibrium (1, 0) as t→∞ while if R0 > 1,

the solutions (st, it) of System (3.36) tends to an unique endemic equilibrium,

(s∗, i∗) ∈ (0, 1)× (0, 1) as t→∞ (st + it = 1).

The proof of the theorem is exactly as the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 with the

rescaled (by (µ+γ)Pt) reproduction function for the infected individuals of System

(3.36) given by (st = 1− it)

h(i) =
µ

µ+ γ
(1− e

−αi
µ+1 ) +

γ

µ+ γ
(1− e

−αi
µ+1 )(1− i) +

γ

µ+ γ
σi.

where h : [0, 1] → [0, 1].

In 2007 Yakubu extended the framework of the model presented here and in

Rios-Soto et al. (2006) to include both compensatory and overcompensatory pop-
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ulation dynamics with and without Allee effect. He showed that the demographic

dynamics drive both the susceptible and infective dynamics.

3.5 Integrodifference Epidemic Models with Geometric

Growth

If we assume (as above) that dispersal follows mortality and that the disease does

not affect the dispersal process, then we can formulate the following systems of

integrodifference equations:

St+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(St(y), It(y)) k(x− y) dy, (3.40a)

It+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ(St(y), It(y)) k(x− y) dy (3.40b)

with St+1 and It+1 given by Model (3.34). Note that by summing these two equa-

tions, under geometric growth, we obtain

Pt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
[f(Pt(y)) + γPt(y)] k(x− y) dy (3.41)

where f(Pt) = µPt. Using proportions, the system reduces to

st+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ϕ(st(y), it(y)) k(x− y) dy, (3.42a)

it+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ(st(y), it(y)) k(x− y) dy (3.42b)

with st + it = 1.

System (3.42) is equivalent, using st + it = 1, to the single integrodifference

equation

it+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(it(y)) k(x− y) dy (3.43)
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with

g(it(y)) =
µ

µ+ γ
(1−Q(zt(y))) +

γ

µ+ γ
(1−Q(zt(y)))(1− it(y)) +

γ

µ+ γ
σit(y),

(3.44)

where

zt(y) =
it(y)

µ+ 1
and Rd =

µ

1− γ
. (3.45)

The function g is nonnegative and g′(0) = α
µ+1

+ γσ
µ+γ

gives the linearization that

generates R0. The task once again is to determine the conditions under which the

function g satisfies Weinberger’s conditions, specifically Conditions (ii) and (iii)

(page 20) when f(Pt) = µPt and Q(zt) = e−αzt .

3.5.1 Example with Overlapping Generations (SIS)

The case where γ > 0 leads to

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)µPt + γQ(zt)St + γ(1− σ)It, (3.46a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))µPt + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γσIt (3.46b)

or in re-scaled variables to

g(it(y)) =
µ

µ+ γ
(1− e

−αit(y)
µ+1 )+

γ

µ+ γ
(1− e

−αit(y)
µ+1 )(1− it(y))+

γ

µ+ γ
σit(y) (3.47)

with g′(0) = α
µ+1

+ γσ
µ+γ

, and st+it = 1. The function defined by Eq. (3.47) satisfies

all Weinberger’s conditions in its natural form except Condition (iii). In particular

g is not monotonic increasing unless

α

µ+ 1
[µ+ γ(1− it(y))e

−αit(y)
µ+1 ] + γσ > γ(1− e

−αit(y)
µ+1 ). (3.48)
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Hence, there are SIS epidemic models, with geometric growth that support trav-

elling wave solutions (when the function g is monotonic increasing in invariant sets

such as [0, i∗], that is, Eq. (3.48) holds). The disease will spread as long as

R0 =
α(1− γ)Rd + αγ

[(1− γ)Rd + 1][(1− γ)Rd + γ(1− σ)]
> 1 (3.49)

and the disease spread does not depend on whether the population is geometrically

increasing (Rd > 1) or decreasing (Rd < 1). As long as R0 > 1, there will be disease

spread and a travelling wave solution will exist (in the re-scaled variables provided

Eq. (3.48) holds).

3.5.2 Example with Non-Overlapping Generations (SI, γ ≡

0)

When γ = 0, Model (3.46) reduces to the SI (susceptible-infected) model

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)µPt, (3.50a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))µPt. (3.50b)

The disease reproduction function in the rescaled variables become

g(it(y)) =

(
1− exp

[
−αit(y)
µ+ 1

])
, (3.51)

with g′(0) = α
µ+1

and R0 = α
µ+1

. Straightforward calculations show that Wein-

berger’s conditions hold. Thus a spreading epidemic will ensue (travelling wave

solutions will exist), as long as α > µ+ 1.
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3.5.3 Example with Overlapping Generations (SI, γ > 0

and σ = 1)

Consider the case where γ > 0 and σ = 1 (no recovery), then Model (3.34) for the

SI case reduces to

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)µPt + γQ(zt)St, (3.52a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))µPt + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γIt, (3.52b)

with basic reproductive number

R0 =
α(1− γ)Rd + αγ

(1− γ)Rd[(1− γ)Rd + 1]
. (3.53)

In this case (in re-scaled variables)

g(it(y)) =
µ

µ+ γ

(
1− exp

[
−αit(y)
µ+ 1

])
+

γ

µ+ γ

(
1− exp

[
−αit(y)
µ+ 1

])
(1− it(y)) +

γ

µ+ γ
it(y), (3.54)

with

zt(y) =
it(y)

µ+ 1
(3.55)

and g′(0) = α
µ+1

+ γ
µ+γ

. Since Eq. (3.54) satisfies all Weinberger (1978) applies a

spreading epidemic will occur as long as

R0 =
α(1− γ)Rd + αγ

[(1− γ)Rd + 1][(1− γ)Rd]
> 1. (3.56)

The epidemic will spread when R0 > 1 even if the population is geometrically

increasing (Rd > 1) or decreasing (Rd < 1). Therefore, epidemic spread will

occur if R0 > 1 and if initial conditions have compact support (even though the

populations may be dying), that is, when dispersal is added to Model (3.52) a

travelling wave solutions with minimal speed of propagation exist.
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3.6 Travelling Wave Solutions and Minimal Speed of Prop-

agation c∗

We search for travelling wave solutions of

It+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(It(y)) k(x− y) dy, (3.57)

that is, solutions of the form It(x) = w(φ) where φ = x − ct. Direct substitution

of this solution into (3.57) yields

w(φ− c) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(w(η)) k(φ− η) dη (3.58)

where η = y − ct.

The two fixed points I1 = 0 and I2 = I∗ are constant solutions of Eq. (3.58).

Typically the focus is on non-negative heteroclinic curves that connect these two

fixed points, that is, solutions that tend to I2 = I∗ as x → −∞ and to I1 = 0 as

x→∞ yielding right moving waves.

The minimum wave speed can be obtained from the local behavior of Eq.

(3.58) in the neighborhood of I0 = 0. The minimum wave speed c∗, obtained in

Weinberger (1978, 1982), is given by

c∗ = min
ρ>0

{
1

ρ
ln [g′(0)m(ρ)]

}
(3.59)

where m(ρ) = 〈eρx〉 =
∫∞
−∞ eρxk(x)dx is the moment generating function of the ker-

nel k(x) and ρ > 0. Weinberger showed that models of integrodifference equations

(under Conditions (i)-(iv) (page 20-20) satisfied by the examples, sometimes under

some parameter restrictions) support travelling wave solutions with constant wave

speeds c, c ≥ c∗. Hence, c∗, the moment wave speed will be the speed at which

the disease spreads.
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Our spatial simulations on the spread of infectives use normal redistribution

kernels N (0, σn):

k(x) =
1

σn

√
2π

exp

(
− x2

2σ2
n

)
, (3.60)

that is, kernels with exponentially bounded tails, and initial conditions with com-

pact support. For the normal redistribution kernel, with mean zero and standard

deviation σn, the moment generating function is m(ρ) = e
σ2

nρ2

2 and the correspond-

ing minimum wave speed is

c∗ = min
ρ>0

{
1

ρ
ln

[
g′(0)e

σ2
nρ2

2

]}
= σn

√
2 ln[g′(0)]. (3.61)

The minimum speed for the dispersion of the infective population that uses the

epidemic model given by Model (3.20) and normal redistribution kernel in Eq.

(3.57) is

c∗ = σn

√
2 ln

[
α

(2− γ)
+ γσ

]
(3.62)

since g′(0) = α
(2−γ)

+ γσ. For the case of non-overlapping generations, that is, the

case with γ = 0, the minimum speed c∗ will be given by (3.61) but with g′(0) = α
2
;

and for the case of overlapping generations SI, with γ > 0, σ = 1 the minimum

speed of propagation will be given by (3.61) but with g′(0) = α
(2−γ)

+ γ. Similarly

formulas for the examples with geometric growth can be generated, i.e., for the

case of the SIS with non-overlapping generations and normal redistribution kernel

c∗ = σn

√
2 ln

[
α

µ+ 1
+

γσ

µ+ γ

]
. (3.63)

In general, extracting the shape of travelling waves is difficult. Kot (1992) com-

puted the shape for the exponential and bilateral exponential kernels through his

adaptation of the methods used in Murray (1989, 2002).
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3.7 Illustrative Simulations

Figure 3.1 shows how the minimum speed of propagation c∗ is affected by changes

in parameters. We plot c∗ versus the parameters γ, α, σ, and the standard deviation

of the normal distribution σn using Eq. (3.62). The graphs show that c∗ increases

as these parameters increase. The graphs and the formula show that the standard

deviation σn is directly proportional to c∗ while σ and α, the fraction of individuals

that remain infected and the transmission coefficient are the parameters from the

epidemic model which affects the speed of propagation the most. That is, the

higher the transmission rate (α > 0) and the longer individuals remain infected

the faster the speed of propagation. Hence, local and global measures of control,

to prevent the advancement of an epidemic include decreasing the movement of

infected individuals or reducing transmission coefficient and the average-infectious

period (treatment or isolation), that is, increasing the recovery rate 1− σ.

Illustrative simulations for models with constant recruitment ((3.20), (3.24),

(3.26)) and with geometric recruitment ((3.46), (3.50), (3.52)) with normal (N(0, σn))

redistribution kernels are included using the parameter range where I∗ is stable

and g is monotone, thus the wave profile is monotone. The parameter range where

g is non-monotone will be considered in the next chapter. The “probability” of

not becoming infected is modeled by Q(zt) = e−αzt where zt = It

Λ+Λ∗
for the case

of constant recruitment and Λ ≡ 500. For the case of geometric growth zt ≡ it
µ+1

with total population st + it = 1. In all figures we choose values of the parameters

that guarantee R0 > 1 and initial conditions with compact support, that is, for

the case of constant recruitment,

I0(x) > 0, x ∈ [−δ, δ] and I0(x) ≡ 0, x /∈ [−δ, δ] (3.64)
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Figure 3.1: Minimum wave speed (Eq. (3.62)) of the integrodifference equation
for SIS Model (3.20) with constant recruitment. The minimum wave speed is an
increasing function of the four parameters γ, α, σ and the standard deviation of
the normal distribution σn.

for some δ small. While initial conditions for the susceptibles are S0(x) ≡ Λ∗−I0(x)

for x ∈ [−m,m] for some m large.

3.7.1 Simulations with Constant Recruitment

Figure 3.2 provides traveling waves for the SIS model with overlapping generations

and constant recruitment where the probability of survival for each generation γ

and the probability of not recovering σ, have been fixed at the values 0.98 and 0.25

respectively. Here, the transmission constant α is 1.5. Since Λ ≡ 500 the total

population is Pt = Λ∗ ≡ 25000. The integrodifference equation was iterated for

times t=0 to t=22 on the domain −15 ≤ x ≤ 15 with initial data I0(x) = 750 on
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Figure 3.2: Travelling wave solutions for the SIS model with overlapping genera-
tions and constant recruitment using the normal redistribution kernel with σn = 0.5
and where R0 = 1.9478 > 1. Here I∗ = 8753 and c∗ = 0.5195. The graph above
represents a growing wave of infectious which is replacing the susceptible popula-
tion.

−1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and I0(x) = 0 elsewhere.

Figure 3.3 shows the case for the SI epidemic model with overlapping genera-

tions and constant recruitment, when the probability of survival is γ = 0.55 and

the transmission constant α is 1.5. Thus with Λ ≡ 500 the total population is

Pt = Λ∗ ≈ 1111. In this case the iteration was made for times t=0 to t=28 on the

domain −45 ≤ x ≤ 45 with initial data I0(x) = 45 on −2 ≤ x ≤ 2 and I0(x) = 0

elsewhere.

The traveling waves for the SI model with non-overlapping generations and

constant recruitment is shown in Figure 3.4 with α = 2.8 and where the total

population is Pt = 500, since in this case Λ = Λ∗. Here, the integrodifference

equation was iterated for times t=0 to t=30 on the domain −55 ≤ x ≤ 55 with
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Figure 3.3: Travelling wave solutions for SI model with overlapping generations
and constant recruitment, σn = 1.35, I∗ = 782, c∗ = 1.295 and R0 = 2.2989 > 1.

initial data I0(x) = 9 on −3 ≤ x ≤ 3 and I0(x) = 0 elsewhere.

It has been shown numerically that distribution kernels with fat tails (leptokur-

tic distributions) lead to faster spread (dispersal) (Kot et al. 1996). These results

are well known in the ecological literature for known growth functions that are

monotonically increasing (Kot et al. 1996). Here, the comparable results in Allen

and Ernest (2002) are confirmed using a kernel with exponentially bounded tail and

monotone growth functions. The difference between Allen and Ernest’s work and

ours is that our discrete-time epidemic model is derived from first principles where

as their discrete-time epidemic model can admit negative solutions. For population

models with differential equations Medlock and Kot (2003) used integrodifferential

equations to compare an SI epidemic model, with distributed contacts (Mollison

1972a, 1977) to a newer model (integrodifferential equations) with dispersing in-

fectives. Similar to our work, Medlock and Kot found that symmetric kernels with
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Figure 3.4: Travelling wave solutions for SI model with non-overlapping genera-
tions, σn = 2, I∗ = 254, c∗ = 1.64 and R0 = 1.4 > 1.

moment generating functions (like the normal redistribution kernel) produce con-

stant speed travelling waves. Medlock and Kot also approximated the shape of

travelling waves for these two models.

3.7.2 Simulations with Geometric Growth

Illustrative simulations for the integrodifference equation system with geometric

growth, System (3.42), and the SIS rescaled epidemic model with overlapping

generations, Model (3.46), are given below. Values of the parameters that guar-

antee R0 > 1 are chosen as well as initial conditions with compact support, where

s0(x) = 1− i0(x).

Figure 3.5 provides traveling waves for the SIS model with overlapping gen-

erations and geometric recruitment when Rd < 1 and R0 > 1. Here, γ = 0.98

and σ = 0.25. The transmission constant α is 1.2. The integrodifference equation
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Figure 3.5: Travelling wave solutions for the SIS model with overlapping gen-
erations and geometric recruitment using the normal redistribution kernel with
σn = 0.5, where Rd = 0.5 < 1, R0 = 1.5788 > 1 and c∗ = 0.4252.

was iterated for times t=0 to t=22 on the domain −15 ≤ x ≤ 15 with initial data

i0(x) = 0.1 on −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and i0(x) = 0 elsewhere.

In Figure 3.6, traveling waves for the SIS model with overlapping generations

and geometric recruitment are shown when Rd and R0 are both greater than one.

The transmission constant is α = 1.2. The integrodifference equation was iterated

from t=0 to t=28 on the domain −15 ≤ x ≤ 15 with initial data i0(x) = 0.1 on

−1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and i0(x) = 0 elsewhere. The graphs show travelling waves as long as

R0 > 1 regardless of the value of Rd (for an analogous situation, epidemic in dying

populations, in the non-spatially explicit case see Faina et al. 2005).
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Figure 3.6: Travelling wave solutions for the SIS model with overlapping gen-
erations and geometric recruitment using the normal redistribution kernel with
σn = 0.5, where Rd = 7.5 > 1, R0 = 1.3324 > 1 and c∗ = 0.6983.

3.8 Discussion

Traditionally one dimensional integrodifference equations models have been used

to study the ecological invasion of populations with non-overlapping generations.

In this chapter one dimensional integrodifference equations models are introduced

to study epidemic invasions for populations with non-overlapping and overlapping

demographic epidemiological generations. In oder to apply Weinberger’s results,

monotone growth functions are constructed from first principles for populations

with overlapping and non-overlapping generations. The general discrete epidemic

model used here is derived from first principles, that is, it is not a discretization of

known continuous models. It is shown that when dispersal is added to the epidemic

model, travelling wave solutions exist and the minimum speed of propagation can

be “computed” as long as the epidemic growth function is monotonic increasing
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and the initial conditions have compact support. This analysis applies when we

restrict non-monotone g-maps to g-invariant subsets that is, subsets that are in-

variant under the map g, subsets where g is monotonic increasing. Simulations

that relate the parameters of the model with the minimum speed of propagation

c∗ are included. Numerically, it is seen that c∗ seem to be positively correlated to

changes in γ, α, σ and σn (Fig. 3.1). In this case, we found that to control the

advancement of an epidemic the attention should be on decreasing the movement

of infected individuals as well as reducing the transmission coefficient (α) as well

as the infectious period, that is, increasing 1− σ. Numerical simulations that cor-

roborate the observations are also included using the normal redistribution kernel

for R0 > 1.
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CHAPTER 4

EPIDEMIC SPREAD WITH NON-MONOTONE EPIDEMIC

FUCTIONS

In the previous chapter an SIS (susceptible-infected-susceptible) epidemic model

that allow for the infection of newborn individuals was introduced but the case

where the epidemic growth function is non-monotone was not explored. Here,

such a case is considered. In addition, numerical studies of epidemics spreading in

two spatial dimensions are conducted.

The focused is on the SIS epidemic model (with overlapping generations)

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = Q(zt)f(Pt) + γQ(zt)St + γ(1− σ)It, (4.1a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = (1−Q(zt))f(Pt) + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γσIt (4.1b)

where

zt =
It

Pt + f(Pt)
, (4.2)

and Q(zt) = e−αzt . The natural function g does not satisfy in general Condition

(iii) (page 20), in Weinberger’s result as it is decreasing somewhere over its range.

In the previous case (Chapter 3), g-invariant subsets [0, I∗] (I∗ > 0 a fixed point

of g) are identified where g is monotonic increasing. Over these invariant subsets,

Weinberger’s results naturally apply.

Non-monotone increasing reproductive infectious functions g arise frequently.

Thus, the need to understand their role on the spatial spread of diseases is es-

sential. First, we explore numerically the population dynamics using a known

non-monotone growth function, the discrete logistic growth function. We proceed

to outline recent mathematical advances to the case of non-monotone functions.
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We use the most recent theoretical results (Li et al. 2008) to justify our numerical

results.

4.1 Non-Monotone Growth Functions: The Logistic Equa-

tion

In Chapter 3, it was shown that when dispersal is added to epidemic models,

travelling wave solutions exist and a minimum speed of propagation (c∗) can be

identified under assumptions that include, a monotone increasing epidemic growth

function and initial conditions with compact support. We use the fixed points

g(0) = 0 and g(I∗) = I∗ to identify g-invariant subsets where g is monotone.

Numerical simulations are carried out to gain insights in situations where g is non-

monotone, that is, the case of overcompensation on disease dynamics ([0, I∗] is no

longer g-invariant). Typically, we will see that Condition (iii) (page 20) does not

hold but that there is a stable fixed point I∗, an attracting spiral (−1 < g′(I∗) < 0),

where attracting spiral translate into oscillations in the tail of the wave.

Kot (1992) was among the first to study integrodifference equations for models

with complex g’s, for example, g’s that may include the rescaled logistic difference

equation

Nt+1 = (1 + r)Nt − rN2
t , (4.3)

where r correspond to the population per-capita geometric growth rate, 0 < r < 3.

Kot numerically studied Eq. (2.36), that is,

Nt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
g(Nt(y)) k(x− y) dy (4.4)

with g(Nt)(y) = (1 + r)Nt − rN2
t . He used a bilateral exponential redistribution

kernel in his analysis to obtain the shape of the travelling wave as well as on the
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simulations. The approach to equilibrium for the logistic growth function is non-

monotone for some values of r. The logistic difference equation exhibits complex

dynamics that are carried over to the integrodifference equation as r varies.
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Figure 4.1: Travelling wave solutions for the integrodifference with logistic growth
function using the normal redistribution kernel with σn = 0.2, r = 0.9 and where
c∗ = 0.227. The graph show the last 10 solutions of 20 iterations.

Eq. 4.3 has two fixed points N∗
1 = 0 and N∗

2 = 1, where N∗
1 = 0 is stable for

the parameter range −2 < r < 0 while N∗
2 = 1 stable for 0 < r < 2. Since the

interest here is to connect the two fixed points to obtain the travelling wave front

solution in

Nt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
[(1 + r)Nt(y)− rN2

t (y)] k(x− y) dy, (4.5)

the case where N∗
2 = 1 is stable and N∗

1 = 0 unstable is considered. First, the

parameter range is restricted to values of r ∈ (0, 2). For small values of r, that

is, when 0 < r < 1 the logistic equation is monotone. Hence, all four Weinberger

conditions (page 20-20) are satisfied and a speed of propagation exists that can
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be computed. Figure 4.1 shows the travelling wave solution for the rescaled lo-

gistic equation model with r = 0.9 < 1 using the normal redistribution kernel.

Numerically it is obseved that for r ∈ (0, 1) simple monotone travelling waves are

obtained. Since the equilibrium N∗
2 = 1 defines an invariant region ([0, 1]) where

the logistic function is monotone the wave profile is monotone. It is a rightward

moving wave with its positive speed provided by Eq. (3.61) with g′(0) replaced by

N ′(0) = 1 + r.
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Figure 4.2: Travelling wave solutions with damped oscillations around the fixed
point 1 for the rescaled integrodifference logistic equation using the normal redis-
tribution kernel, here σn = 0.2, r = 1.9 and c∗ = 0.292. The graph shows the last
of 20 iterations.

At r = 1, N∗
2 = 1 is stable but as r crosses 1 the logistic equation looses its

monotonicity. Thus in the parameter range 1 ≤ r < 2 solutions tends to the fixed

point N∗
2 = 1, but via damped oscillations, that is, overshooting the fixed point in a

neighborhood of N∗
2 = 1. In this parameter range the logistic growth function will

not satisfy Weinberger’s Condition (iii). Numerically it is observed that travelling
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wave solutions will exist but with a wave profile that exhibits damped oscillation.

Figure 4.2 shows that this is indeed the case for r = 1.9 when we use the normal

redistribution kernel.
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Figure 4.3: “Travelling two-cycle” from every second iterate 2t connecting one of
the two new fixed points N∗

3 ≈ 1.18, from the second iteration of the logistic map,
with zero. Here σn = 0.3 and r = 2.3.

For larger r e.g., r > 2, N∗
2 = 1 becomes unstable, a period-2 cycle is born

which is stable if 2 < r <
√

6. That is, for values of r ∈ (2,
√

6) two stable fixed

points (different than N∗
1 or N∗

2 ) of the second iteration of the rescaled logistic

map

N2
t+1 = (r + 1)2Nt − r(r + 1)(r + 2)N2

t + 2r2(r + 1)N3
t − r3N4

t , (4.6)

appear. The two new fixed points are

N∗
3,4 =

(2 + r)±
√
r2 − 4

2r
. (4.7)

In this case trajectories tend to oscillate around the two fixed points (of the second

iterate) depending on initial conditions. Hence, not only Condition (iii) is not met
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but also Condition (ii) is not met. There is no longer a travelling wave profile

but the existence of a “travelling two-cycle” (Kot 1992), that arises from the two

new stable fixed points supported by the second iterate is observed numerically.

Simulations show that the wave alternates between two profiles, each linked to

a new fixed point N∗
3 , N

∗
4 . Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the “travelling two-cycle”

produce by the integrodifference equation for every second iterate when r = 2.3.

In Figure 4.3, the “travelling two cycle” connects N∗
3 with zero while in Figure 4.4

the “travelling two cycle” connects N∗
4 with zero.
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Figure 4.4: “Travelling wave two-cycle” from every second iterate 2t+1 connecting
N∗

4 ≈ 0.69 to zero. Here σn = 0.3 and r = 2.3.

The use of the discrete logistic equation in biology carries well understood lim-

itations. The fact that it can take on negative values and that it is not derived

from first principles are two of them. Next, we generate non-monotone reproduc-

tion functions g in the context of epidemics. The use of these functions does not

generate “travelling two cycles” but on the other hand, the growth functions are
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derived from first principles and naturally generate oscillatory waves. In other

words, there is some hope that there models can be tied into epidemics in natural

populations.

4.2 Non-Monotone Growth Functions: Some Theoretical

Perspective

Recently, Li et al. (2008) expanded Weinberger’s theory of integrodifference equa-

tions to include non-monotone growth functions. They show that a spreading speed

can still be characterized as the slowest speed of a non-constant travelling wave.

They not only proved some impressive theorems but also numerically generated

travelling waves using the rescaled Ricker difference equation

Nt+1 = Nte
r−Nt , (4.8)

where r is the per-capita growth rate of the population. Their simulations show

that the tails of the waves may approach the fixed point either monotonically, in an

oscillatory manner, or may continually oscillate around it. The behavior observed

by Li et al. for the rescaled Ricker’s equation is comparable to the behavior

captured by our simulations of the logistic equation in the previous section. They

show that travelling waves solutions for Eq. (2.36) with non-monotone growth

functions exists for all speed c greater than a minimum rightward spreading speed

c∗ for, Eq. (2.40), if

(i) There is a positive constant κ0 such that

a. g(N) is continous for 0 ≤ N ≤ κ0;
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b. 0 < g(N) ≤ κ0 for 0 < N ≤ κ0; and

c. g(0) = 0.

(ii) There is a positive d ≤ κ0 such that

a. g(N) is nondecreasing for 0 ≤ N ≤ d;

b. the specific net growth rate g(N)/N is bounded and nonincreasing for

0 ≤ N ≤ d;

c. g(N)/N > 1 for 0 ≤ N ≤ d; and

d. g(N)/N ≤ g(d)/d for d ≤ N ≤ κ0.

(iii) k(x) is a continuous and nonnegative function such that

a.
∫∞
−∞ k(x) dx = 1;

b. the integral

m(ε) =

∫ ∞

−∞
k(x)eεx dx (4.9)

is finite for at least one positive and one negative value of ε.

Condition (ib) requires the existence of an invariant set 0 ≤ N ≤ κ0 for g (related

to the argument about invariant sets mentioned in Chapter 3). Conditions (iib)

and (iic) require at least one fixed point for equation g+(N) = N on the interval

d ≤ N ≤ κ0 where

g+(N) := max
0≤v≤N

g(v) (4.10)

for 0 ≤ N ≤ κ0 (thus κ is define as the smallest fixed point of g+(N) = N

that is, g+(κ) = κ). Condition (iib), (iic) and (iid) require that the function g is

right differentiable at 0, that is, g′(0) > 1. The requirement g(N) ≤ g′(0)N for
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d ≤ N ≤ κ0 guarantees that the fixed point 0 is unstable while the fixed point N∗

is stable. N∗ is defined to be the smallest non-trivial fixed point of g(N) = N .

Condition (iic) requires the existence of the smallest positive solution θ of the

equation g−(N) = N , where

g−(N) := min{g(N), g−(d)} (4.11)

when 0 ≤ N ≤ d. The constant θ has the properties

0 < θ ≤ N∗ ≤ κ, g−(θ) = θ, and g−(N) > N for 0 < N < θ. (4.12)

Condition (iiib) implies the existence of a finite moment generating function, that

is, a redistribution kernel with exponentially bounded tails.

The simulations in Kot (1992) suggest that solutions may approach an n-cycle

which may converge in shape to a travelling wave with speed nc∗. There is no

proof of Kot’s conjecture.

For values of r ∈ (0, 1) the logistic equation is monotone for 0 ≤ N ≤ 1, hence

Weinberger’s result apply. However, when r ∈ [1, 2), they do not. The logistic

equation looses its monotonicity, at r = 1. For r ∈ [1, 2) N∗
1 = 0 is still unstable

while N∗
2 = 1 is stable, but g is non-monotone in [0, 1]. On the other hand, the

existence (not uniqueness) of travelling wave solutions is guaranteed by Li et al.’s

results as we show below.

The logistic equation (4.3) is increasing for 0 ≤ N ≤ xmax and decreasing for

N ≥ xmax where

xmax =
1 + r

2r
. (4.13)

The fixed point of the Eq. (4.3) are N∗
1 = 0 and N∗

2 = 1, for 1 ≤ r < 2, with N∗
1

unstable and N∗
2 stable. In order to apply Li et al.’s results, we observe that here
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κ0 = g(xmax) = (1 + r)2/4r and d can be defined precisely as xmax or a number

smaller than xmax. In fact, we take

g+(u) =


g(u) if u ≤ 1

g(xmax) = (1+r)2

4r
if u ≥ 1

(4.14)

where, κ ≡ θ = g(xmax) and g−(N) ≡ min{g(N), g(g(xmax)) = (1+r)3(3−r)
4r

}. With

these observations we see that Li et al.’s conditions are satisfied. The simulations

in the previous section confirm Li et al.’s results. Therefore, we conclude that

travelling wave solutions and a minimum speed of propagation c∗ exist even when

the growth function is non-monotone. It should be noted that, Li et al.’s results

guarantee existence but no uniqueness.

4.3 Dynamics of the Epidemic Growth Function

In 2002 Yakubu and Castillo-Chavez define a function gi as a β-monotone concave

map if g′i(xi) > 0 and g′′i (xi) < 0 for each xi ∈ [0, β]. Population dynamics are com-

pensatory at population sizes in [0, β] whenever gi is a β-monotone concave map

with a unique positive fixed point in the open interval (0, β). When the function

is a β-monotone concave map and populations in the interval (β,∞) overshoot

the positive fixed point in the closed interval [0, β], then gi describe situations

where there is compensatory dynamics at lower densities and overcompensatory

dynamics at higher ones. For example, the logistic map for 0 < r < 1 is an 1+r
2r

-

monotone concave map since all positive initial populations with densities in the

interval [0, 1+r
2r

] approach the unique positive fixed point monotonically, but initial

populations in (1+r
2r
,∞) overshoot the positive fixed point. For values of r > 1 the
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function fails to be a 1+r
2r

-monotone concave map because the unique positive fixed

point is outside the interval (0, 1+r
2r

). In this case damped oscillation around the

fixed point are observed.
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Figure 4.5: Cobweb diagram with 50 iterations for the epidemic growth function
with constant recruitment where α = 1.5, that is, for a parameter where the
epidemic function in Model (3.20) is an Imax-monotone concave map. Solutions
monotonically tend to the unique positive stable fixed point I∗ = 8753.

The epidemic growth function of the SIS model with overlapping epidemiologi-

cal generations behaves similar to the logistic equation in the range r ∈ (0, 2], that

is, as a single hump map with two fixed points (N∗
1 = 0 unstable and N∗

2 = 1 sta-

ble). However, the algebraic complexity of the epidemic equations means that the

formulae for xmax or d in Li et al. (2008) theorem is difficult to compute explicitly.

It is clear (numerically) that the epidemic growth function will be a β-monotone

concave map for the parameter range up to the value where the function looses its

monotonicity. In the case of the constant recruitment model, Model (3.20), if the

transmission constant α varies, with the probability of survival and the probability
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Figure 4.6: Cobweb diagram with 50 iterations for the epidemic growth function
with constant recruitment where α = 5.2. In this case iterations approach the
unique positive fixed point through damped oscillations.

of recover fixed to γ = 0.98 and σ = 0.25, respectively, then the epidemic growth

function will be an Imax-monotone concave map for 0 < α < 2.75, where Imax is

the maximum point of the epidemic growth function.

Figure 4.5 shows a cobweb diagram for values of γ = 0.98, σ = 0.25 and α = 1.5

where the epidemic growth function is an Imax-monotone concave map. The dia-

gram shows that solutions will monotonically approach the unique positive stable

fixed point, I∗ = 8753. On the other hand, Figure 4.6 shows a cobweb diagram for

a value of α > 2.75, that is for a value of α where the epidemic growth function

is no longer an Imax-monotone concave map. Here γ and σ are again set to 0.98

and 0.25, respectively, while α = 5.2. The spiraling motion implies that iterations

converge to the unique positive fixed point I∗ = 8753 through damped oscilla-

tions. Corresponding cobweb diagram for the SIS epidemic model with geometric
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Figure 4.7: Cobweb diagram with 50 iterations for the epidemic growth function
with geometric recruitment where α = 1.2, that is, for a parameter where the
epidemic function in Model (3.36) is an imax-monotone concave map. Solutions
tend to the unique positive stable fixed point i∗ = 0.18. Here Rd and R0 are both
greater than one.

growth (in rescaled variables) and Rd, R0 > 1 are shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure

4.8 for values of µ = 0.15. Figure 4.7 shows the case of the imax-monotone concave

map with α = 1.2 while Figure 4.8 shows the cobweb with α = 5.5 for the case of

damped oscillations around the fixed point i∗, in both figures Rd, R0 > 1.

4.4 Non-monotone Epidemic Growth Function

Numerical simulations of the integrodifference equation for the SIS epidemic

model with overlapping generations and either constant or geometric growth, using

the normal redistribution kernel, are shown. Emphasis is on the case where the

epidemic growth function is non-monotone. In the simulations the probability of

survival and of recovery are set for convenience at 0.98 and 0.25, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Cobweb diagram with 50 iterations for the epidemic growth function
with geometric recruitment with Rd and R0 both greater than one, where α = 5.5.

We recall that the epidemic model with constant recruitment given by

St+1 = ϕ(St, It) = f(Pt)Q(zt) + γQ(zt)St + γ(1− σ)It, (4.15a)

It+1 = ψ(St, It) = f(Pt)(1−Q(zt)) + γ(1−Q(zt))St + γσIt. (4.15b)

where zt = It

f(Pt)+Pt
and Q(Zt) = e−αzt has two fixed points I∗1 = 0 and I∗2 > 0,

with the fixed point 0 stable when R0 < 1 and unstable when R0 > 1 but I∗2 is

stable when R0 > 1. When dispersal is added to the SIS epidemic model and

R0 < 1 there are no travelling waves solutions for System (3.7). For the case

of constant recruitment, f(Pt) = Λ, it is observed numerically that for values of

the transmission constant between 0 < α < 2.75 the epidemic growth function is

monotone, as seen in Figure 4.5 with α = 1.5. Therefore, as in the case of the

logistic equation for 0 < r < 1, since g is monotone, the wave profile will be mono-

tone. Figure 4.9 shows the travelling wave profile for the SIS epidemic model with

constant recruitment and α = 1.5, a rightward moving wave with positive speed
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c∗ = 0.519 provided by Eq.(3.61). Figure 4.10 shows the corresponding travelling

wave solutions for the SIS integrodifference epidemic model with geometric growth.
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Figure 4.9: Travelling wave solutions for the SIS epidemic model with dispersal
and constant recruitment using the normal redistribution kernel with σn = 0.5 and
α = 1.5. In this case the wave profile is monotone corresponding to the dynamics
of the epidemic model. Here, the fixed point is I∗ = 8753 and c∗ = 0.519. The
graph show the last 10 solutions of 22 iterations.

At α ≈ 2.75 (for γ = 0.98 and σ = 0.25) the epidemic growth function with

constant recruitment,

g(I) =

[
1− exp

(
−αI

Λ∗ + Λ

)]
[Λ∗ − γI] + γσI, (4.16)

looses monotonicity. Thus, as seen in Figure 4.6, for α > 2.75 iterations of the

epidemic growth function tend to the unique fixed point I∗2 > 0, via damped

oscillations. Therefore, solutions of the integrodifference equation will exhibit a

travelling wave profile but with damped oscillations around the positive fixed point

I∗2 . Figure 4.11 shows indeed that this is the case, where c∗ = 0.877. Travelling
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Figure 4.10: Travelling wave solutions for the SIS epidemic model with dispersal
and geometric growth using the normal redistribution kernel where σn = 0.2,
µ = 0.15, α = 1.2 and Rd, R0 > 1. The graph show the last 10 solutions from 22
iterations.

wave solution for the SIS epidemic model with geometric growth and with damped

oscillations around the fixed point are shown in Figure 4.12.

Theorem 3.2.1 guarantees that the positive fixed point I∗2 is globally stable

when R0 > 1. The epidemic model do not support non-trivial 2-cycles. Thus

“travelling two cycles”, like the ones on Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for the integrodifference

logistic equation, are not supported for the SIS epidemic model with overlapping

generations. Therefore, numerically it is shown that the SIS epidemic model with

overlapping generations will support travelling wave solutions for all parameters of

growth functions as long as R0 > 1. The results of Li et al. (2008) can be applied

to generate formal results. In summary, as it has been repeatedly seen (Anderson

and May 1991, Brauer and Castillo-Chavez 2001, Castillo-Chavez et al. 2002a,

2002b, Gumel et al. 2006, Hethcote 2000 and the most recent book by Brauer
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Figure 4.11: Travelling wave solutions with damped oscillations for epidemic model
with dispersal and constant recruitment using the normal redistribution kernel,
here σn = 0.5, α = 5.2 and c∗ = 14040, the fixed point is I∗ = 0.5534. The graph
shows the last of 22 iterations.

et al. 2008) epidemic models are unlikely to support complex dynamics. Here,

we have studied the dynamics of discrete-time epidemic models with overlapping

generations and found that the disease dynamics (non-monotone or oscillatory)

approach an endemic state which carries its behavior to the qualitative behavior

of the travelling wave solutions that it supports when R0 > 1. The results of

Li et al. (2008) only guarantee the existence of travelling wave solutions. These

numerical results strengthen the possibility that there is in fact a unique (stable)

travelling wave solution for functions g which are not monotone but can support

two equilibria one stable (endemic) and another unstable (infection-free state).
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Figure 4.12: Travelling wave solutions with damped oscillations for SIS epidemic
model with dispersal and geometric growth using the normal redistribution kernel,
here σn = 0.4, µ = 0.15, α = 5.5 and Rd, R0 > 1. The graph shows the last of 22
iterations.

4.5 Adding Spatial Dimensions

The main mathematical theory for integrodifference equation has been studied nu-

merically precisely in one dimensional dispersal biological systems (Lewis et al.

2006). This is quite appropriate as dispersal can happen through coastlines or

rivers like in the case of the spread of the California sea otter along the central

California coast (Lubina and Levin 1988). However, dispersal in two spatial di-

mensions is relevant. Skellam (1951) was the first to use the diffusion equation to

study movement of individuals in ecological contexts in two dimensions. Examples

of two dimensional dispersal that have been modeled using reaction-diffusion equa-

tions include the muskrats populations of Skellam (1951), the spread of red deer

in South Island New Zeland (Clarke 1971), and the spread of the house finch in
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eastern North America (Mundiger and Hope, 1982), among others (Shigesada and

Kawasaki 2001). Lewis et al. (2006) show that the application of one dimensional

model to the study two dimensional system produces systematic bias in spread

rates (analyses based on data). This observation was also made in the context of

one dimensional reaction-diffusion equations (Shigesada and Kawasaki 2001).

There are studies of one dimensional integrodifference equations with dispersal

data. In 1996, Kot et al. study the dispersal of the fruit fly insect following

Dobzhansky and Wright (1943) dispersal data. Kot et al. use the Beverton-Holt

recruitment curve,

Nt+1 =
rNt

1 + [(r − 1)Nt/K]
, (4.17)

(r is the growth rate and K the carrying capacity of the population) as the popula-

tion growth model and compare the spread rates using five distinct redistribution

kernels to fit the data. The fruit fly dispersion takes place in two dimensions but

the authors approximated the problem as a one dimensional dispersal problem.

Wallace (1966) and Taylor (1978) found that Dobzhansky and Wright spatial data

fit a leptokurtic model in which the log of the number of recaptured flies decreases

linearly with the square root of distance from the point of release, ln(N) = a−b
√
x.

By normalizing the five fitting curves to get the five redistribution kernels, they

found the best fit to be of the form ln(N) = a − b
√
x. Kot el at. also observe

that the speed of invasion of a spreading population is extremely sensitive to the

precise shape of the kernel and, in particular, to the tail of the distribution. Ap-

plications to data have shown the importance of studying epidemics in two spatial

dimensions explicitly.

To decide on the appropriateness of one or two dimensional population dispersal

models, it is extremely important to analyze the dispersal data. The relationship
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between time and range expansion is of critical importance. It helps decide on the

dispersal dimension and model structure. As described in the book by Shigesada

and Kawasaki (2001), there are three phases of range expansion: the establishment

phase, during which little or no expansion takes place; the expansion phase and

the saturation phase if there are geographical limits. The expansion phase can be

further subdivided into three types: type 1 shows linear expansion as in the case

of the California sea otter, type 2 biphasic expansion with initial slope followed by

steep linear slope, and type 3 which is continuously increasing with time, this is

the case for all the epidemic dispersal from Chapter 3.

In their work, Li et. al (2008) only treat the integrodifference equation in

the form of one dimensional dispersal, although the results hold for higher spatial

dimensions. Li et al. argued that under the same conditions the existence of the

travelling wave solution Nt(ξx − c) with speed c in two or more dimensions is

guaranteed when the redistribution kernel depends on c and ξ. In other words,

travelling wave solutions exist in two or more space dimensions if and only if

c ≥ c∗(ξ), where c∗(ξ) is the spreading speed defined by Eq. (3.59) in Chapter 3

(with the appropriate moment generating function) with the non-monotone fuction

g replaced by g+ (Eq. (4.10)). Naturally, the dispersal kernel has great impact on

the asymptotic spread rate.

Simulations of the integrodifference equations in two spatial dimension are car-

ried out using the bivariate normal distribution kernel

k(x1, x2) =
1

2πσ1σ2

√
1− ρ2

exp

[
1

2(1− ρ2)

(
x2

1

σ1

+
x2

2

σ2

− 2ρx1x2

σ1σ2

)]
(4.18)

with mean (0, 0). Here, ρ is the correlation coefficient between x1 and x2. That is,
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ρ = cor(x1, x2) = σ12

σ1σ2
with covariance matrix

Σ =

 σ2
1 ρσ1σ2

ρσ1σ2 σ2
2

 . (4.19)

Figure 4.13 illustrates the results of simulations of two dimensional travelling

wave solutions generated from the integrodifference equation for the SIS epidemic

model with overlapping generations and constant recruitment, Λ = 250 and hence

Pt = Λ∗ ≡ 12500. The wave profile is monotone when α = 1.5. The simulation is

performed using the bivariate normal distribution as the dispersal redistribution

kernel with standard deviation of 0.3 and correlation coefficients of 0.2. The in-

tegrodifference equation was iterated from times t = 0 to t = 23 on the domain

−15 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 15 with initial data I0(x1, x2) = 375 on −1 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 1 and

I0(x1, x2) = 0 elsewhere.

Figure 4.14 also provides travelling wave solutions for the SIS epidemic model

with overlapping generations and constant recruitment using the bivariate normal

redistribution kernel. However, in this case the transmission constant is α = 4.5

and therefore damped oscillations around the fixed point are seen on the travelling

waves. In this case the integrodifference equation was also iterated from times t = 0

to t = 10 on the domain −15 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 15 with initial data again I0(x1, x2) = 375

on −1 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 1 and I0(x1x2) = 0 elsewhere.

4.6 The Role of the Redistribution Kernel

As mentioned throughout this work, it has been shown that the normal redistri-

bution kernel can underestimate the rate of spread of invading populations, hence
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Figure 4.13: Monotone travelling wave solution for the integrodifference equation
system with the SIS epidemic model with overlapping generations and constant
recruitment in two spatial dimensions using the bivariate normal redistribution
kernel. Here α = 1.5 and R0 = 1.9478 > 1 and the standard deviation is set to 0.3
and correlated coefficient to 0.2.

we decided to perform simulations using the bilaterial exponential (Laplace) redis-

tribution kernel

k(x− y) =
1

2
λe−λ|x−y| for−∞ < x− y <∞. (4.20)

for comparisons. This redistributions kernel satisfies the conditions of been fat-

tailed.

Figure 4.15 shows the travelling wave solution of the integrodifference equa-

tion for the SIS epidemic model with overlapping generations using the bilateral

exponential redistribution kernel. The integrodifference equation was iterated for

times t=0 to t=22 on the domain −80 ≤ x ≤ 80 with initial data I(x) = 0.03 on
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Figure 4.14: Travelling wave solution for the integrodifference equation with the
SIS epidemic model with overlapping generations and constant recruitment in two
spatial dimensions using the bivariate normal redistribution kernel. Here α = 4.5,
and R0 > 1 hence damped oscillation are observed on the travelling waves.

−1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and I0(x) = 0 elsewhere, this initial data is equivalent to an initial in-

fective population of 750. Note the difference in the domain from previous figures.

Through the simulations it was observed that there was not a significant difference

between the shape of the travelling wave solutions with the normal redistribution

kernel and the bilateral exponential kernel. However, for the bilateral exponential

redistribution, dispersal will be on farther distances thus it will affect the mini-

mum asymptotic speed of propagation given by Eq. (3.59), since it depends on the

moment generating function of the kernel. In this case an algebraic expression of

the speed cannot be computed explicitly.
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Figure 4.15: Monotone travelling wave solutions for the SIS epidemic model with
dispersal using the bilateral exponential redistribution kernel with λ = 0.5.

4.7 Discussion

Travelling wave solutions of the integrodifference equation with non-monotone

growth functions are studied. The potential dynamics are first highlighted us-

ing the logistic equation, commonly used in ecology, in order to provide a contrast

to our numerical studies of epidemic models. It is corroborated (through numer-

ical simulations) that travelling wave solutions for the epidemic integrodifference

equation with both constant and geometric growth exist. The results of Li et al

(2008) guarantee that our simulations are indeed representative. When the solu-

tion of the epidemic model approach monotonically the fixed point the travelling

wave solution of the integrodifference equation will exhibit a monotone wave profile

around the fixed point. However, when solutions of the epidemic model converges

to the fixed point but via damped oscillations, the travelling wave solutions will

also exhibit damped oscillations behavior around the fixed points. Our results
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agree with the numerical results previously presented by Kot (1992) for ecological

examples and our numerical study using the logistic growth function. Simulations

with two spatial dimensions are carried out. We found travelling wave solutions

with shapes similar (“monotone” and “oscillatory”) to the one dimensional case.
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CHAPTER 5

EPIDEMIC SPREAD OF AVIAN DISEASES: THE IMPACT OF

MIGRATORY BIRDS ON LOCAL BIRD POPULATIONS

5.1 Introduction

The first chapters of this dissertation focuses on the study of disease dynamics

in dispersing populations in one and two spatial dimensions. Our contribution is

directly tied to the application of models for dispersal, base on integrodifference

equations, to situations of disease dispersion through movement. The challenges of

modeling the continuous dispersal in space of populations with discrete-generations

were met via the identification of processes that involve non-overlappig and over-

lapping generations. Monotone growth functions and non-artificial non-monotone

growth functions were explored in the context of epidemic spread. Unfortunately,

we have not generated enough results for natural expansions that involve interact-

ing populations. It is of critical importance to assess the role of animal reservoirs,

particularly reservoirs involving highly mobile populations (like migratory birds),

on disease dispersal and persistence.

As a first step, we have gone to the study of interacting populations with

overlapping generations. Particularly, in situations that are of central importance

to our overall effort to study the transmission dynamics and control of diseases in

mobile populations. Hence, we devote this last chapter to the study of the role of

transient populations on disease dispersal.

We introduced a general framework that models disease dispersal without the

explicit inclusion of space variables. In fact, we use the metapopulation approach,
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that has been extensively used to study ecological interactions (Hanski and Gilpin

1997). Naturally, the inclusion of multiple populations and realistic scenarios

rapidly increases the complexity of the models and our ability to gain full under-

standing through mathematical analysis and simulations. Nevertheless, we believe

that construction of two alternative frameworks (based on recent work) in the con-

text of the interactions of migration and local bird populations has value. Finally,

we carried out a preliminary mathematical and computational analysis of the case

of one migratory and one local bird population under weak, strong and random

mixing.

For decades the dynamics avian diseases have been a major concern worldwide.

Wild birds are typically carriers of these diseases and often long range vectors

for bacteria, viruses, parasites, or drug resistance organisms. They are known

reservoirs for diseases like West Nile virus, influenza A virus, enteric bacterial

pathogens and drug resistance bacteria. In addition, wild birds can be infested

by arthropod vectors, that is, invertebrate animals with jointed legs, which can

be drop from wild birds along migration routes, even if the avian host is not a

competent reservoir of infection (Reed et al. 2003). Their movement increases the

likelihood of establishing new endemic foci of disease along migration routes.

Generating an understanding of migratory bird movement into and within a

region and the potential for their contact with domestic poultry is of vital im-

portance (Food and Agricultural Organization of United Nations (FAO) 2005).

Morrison (2005), in his review of the research presented at the conference of the

International Waterbirds Society 2005, concluded that scientists agree that three

issues need increased attention: information on migration patterns of birds flyways

(which can be very complicated and varies between species), the evolution of the
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impact of diseases events on migration, and studies on the impact of migration on

disease distribution.

In this work a mathematical model is build to study, impact of migration on

diseases, that is, the spread of avian diseases within migratory birds and local

bird populations via contacts with migratory birds. The disease that motivates

the models in this chapter is avian influenza. Our models are not tied in to a

particular disease because in general the role of migratory birds is not easy to

asses. For example, in the case of the avian flu, it is extremely difficult to know

if migratory birds are sparkling new outbreaks in (domestic) poultry, or whether

they pick up the virus from poultry infected by other routes (Butler 2006).

5.2 Migratory Routes and Diseases

Each autumn an estimated 5 billion of birds, representing 300 species, migrate from

North America to Central and South America and similar numbers travel from

Eastern Europe to Africa. Unfortunately, patterns of migration for wild birds tend

to be highly complex. Furthermore, these patterns vary between species and can

be radically different even within populations from the same species (Reed 2003).

Migratory birds routes in the Atlantic, Mississippi, Central and Pacific flyways are

oriented north to south because major wetlands in North America run in a similar

direction. In contrast, migratory birds in some regions in Europe and Asia tend

to move in a east to west fashion, corresponding to orientation of major coastlines

and topography.

According to the 2006 Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Na-

tions (FAO 2006) report, populations of ducks, geese and swans migrate between
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wetlands in the northern breeding areas and southern non-breading areas and in

doing so, regularly cross the borders of two or more countries. Southward migra-

tion for these northern breeding species starts in July and increases through the

following months. The migration takes them north to reproduction areas at the

end of winter, beginning of spring.

Several aspects linked to long distance migration contribute to the acquisition

of zoonotic pathogens by migratory birds, that is, pathogens that are transmitted

from vertebrate animals to humans. For some birds the stress of migration can

lead to reactivation of otherwise latent infections (FAO 2006).

The movement of diseases via migration birds depend upon the ability of indi-

vidual birds to migrate after becoming infected with a pathogen (Morrison 2005).

Avian experts agree that sick and dying birds do not spread viruses very far

(Normile 2005). It is unknown whether or not migratory birds survive infections

to various diseases (Chen et al. 2006). Transmission of a disease is most com-

mon between individuals of the same species. Cross species transmission requires

exposure and adaptation. Even adapted domestic poultry exhibits high degree of

heterogeneity when it comes down to susceptibility and infectivity. Variation is

related to these transmission factors, often high between subtypes and within each

subtype (Morrison 2005).

5.3 Avian Influenza

Avian influenza is a non-clinical viral infection of wild birds caused by a group

of viruses known as type A influenza. The viruses subtypes are identified and

classified on the basis of two broad types of antigens, hemagglutinan (H) and
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neuraminidase (N). Among all the type A influenza viruses 15H and 9N antigens

have been identified (Friend and Franson 1999).

Infected birds shed influenza viruses in their saliva, nasal secretions and fe-

ces. Susceptible birds become infected when they have contact with contaminated

secretions, excretions or with surfaces that are contaminated with secretions or

excretions from infected birds (Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

2006a).

Wild birds, especially waterfowl and shorebirds, have long been the focus of

concern by the poultry industry. These bird populations are seen as a source for

influenza infections in poultry (Friend and Franson 1999). Avian influenza is very

contagious among birds and can make some domesticated birds, including chickens,

ducks and turkeys very sick. Disease-induced death can be high. Domesticated

birds may become infected with avian influenza virus through direct contact with

infected waterfowl or other infected poultry, or through contact with surfaces, such

as dirt or cages, or materials, such as water or feed, that have been contaminated

with the virus (CDC 2006a).

Viruses are classify as being low or high (they can change their status) depend-

ing on the effects they can generate on birds (Normile 2005). The avian influenza

virus can evolve to a highly pathogenic form (HPAI) in domestic birds while it is al-

most always low pathogenic (LPAI) in wild birds (Morrison 2005). Low pathogenic

avian influenza commonly causes mild symptoms, such as ruffled feathers and a

drop in egg production. Most infections easily go undetected. Highly pathogenic

types spread rapidly through poultry flocks, causing disease affecting multiple or-

gans and has mortality that often approach 100%, been documented within 48

hours (World Health Organization 2005). Considerable circumstantial evidence
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suggest that migratory birds can introduce low pathogenic H5 and H7 viruses to

poultry flocks, forms that can and do mutate to highly pathogenic form (WHO

2005). Mutations from low to high pathogenicity, that resulted in bird flu epi-

demics among poultry, has been documented 19 times since 1959 (Normile 2005).

It is very likely that some migratory birds are now directly spreading H5N1 virus

in their highly pathogenic form (WHO 2005).

Wild waterfowls are considered the natural reservoir of all influenza A viruses.

They have probably carried influenza viruses, with no apparent harm, for centuries

(WHO 2005). Viruses have been recovered from infected waterfowl fecal material

for 8 days, from fecal contaminated river water for 4 days, and from poultry houses

more than 100 days after flock depopulation for markets (Friend and Franson 1999).

It is believed that avian influenza in wild birds cannot be effectively controlled

because of the large number of virus subtypes and the high frequency of virus

genetic mixing resulting, key to the selection of new subtypes.

5.3.1 Avian Influenza and Migratory Birds

Wetland or lakes have been associated with the distribution of outbreaks of avian

flu in Europe. As of 2006 the disease has emerged in Africa opening a new front

that could vastly increase bird reservoir populations, a situation that could accel-

erate the timing of the next human pandemic (Butler 2006). The close proximity

of people and animals, coupled with insufficient surveillance and limited disease

control capacities in a rich wetland ecosystem of eastern African countries, are

likely to create ideal breeding grounds for influenza. Around lakes and wetlands,

poultry density is particularly high therefore, the enhancement and strengthening
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of disease surveillance and emergency preparedness in these regions are essential

(FAO 2005).

In Asia H5N1 spreads through the domestic poultry populations; through wild

bird trade and by migratory birds (Morrison 2005). However, outbreaks do not

match the migratory patterns of wild birds (Morrison 2005, Normile 2005). China

is the most likely source of emergent and re-emergent of HPAI H5N1 influenza

viruses (Chen et al. 2006). H5N1 viruses have been found in dead wild birds close

to poultry farms (Chen et al 2005) and most recently in Qinghai Lake, one of the

most important breeding location for migratory birds that over winter in Southeast

Asia, Tibet and India (Liu 2005).

In April 2005 an outbreak in the Qinghai Lake killed 5000-6000 migratory

water birds (Normile 2005), the first sustained transmission chain within migratory

waterfowl in recent times. Overall 90% of the dead birds were bar-headed geese.

In the past only two large die-offs in migratory birds, caused by highly pathogenic

viruses have been documented. The first in South Africa in 1961 (H5N3) and the

second in Hong Kong in the winter of 2002-2003 (H5N1) (WHO 2005). The virus

was being transmitted by migratory birds in the lake, suggesting the possibility that

H5N1 viruses can possibly be transmitted between migratory birds populations

(FAO 2006).

In a recent published study Chen et al. (2006) founded that genetic relat-

edness of gene segments of H5N1 viruses isolated at Poyang and Qinghai Lakes

strongly support the hypothesis that migratory birds can transfer the virus over

long distances. Ongoing influenza surveillance data show that these viral strains

were present in apparently healthy migratory birds just before the start of their

migration trek. These viruses, isolated from apparently healthy migratory ducks,
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are not invariably fatal. In fact, surviving ducks may shed the virus even 7 days

after infection. Subsequent outbreaks of avian influenza in 13 countries, includ-

ing Niger and regions in Europe and Asia, seem to have been ignited by strains

related to the strain identified in Qinghai Lake (Normile 2006). These findings

also strongly support the hypothesis that wild birds carry influenza viruses great

distances.

According to Normile (2006) and Chen et al (2006), the best approach to avert a

global threat of avian flue is to control H5N1 virus infections in domestic poultry.

On the other hand, in China it is believed that circulation among poultry, not

reintroduction from wild birds, is what is keeping the virus alive. There has been

arguments that the cycle of transmission can be broken if the virus is eradicated

from poultry flocks.

5.4 Modeling Approach 1: Mixing Weighted by Residence

Times

Here, we introduce flexible modeling frameworks that can theoretically handle the

interactions between multiple local (resident) and migratory bird populations. The

resulting models are naturally complex but their potential usefulness is illustrated

(later on) by the preliminary study of a rather simple case. The population of

birds is divided in two groups: local birds such as domestic birds or poultry and

migratory birds such as wild birds. The local and migratory birds are divided into

i = 1, .., s flocks and j = 1, .., k flocks, respectively. The local birds as residents

do not move from their current location, while the migratory birds do move. It is
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assumed that local birds have contacts with local birds within their own habitat

and with migratory birds in the same residence area. Migratory birds may have

most of the contacts that lead to infections within their own flock, with migratory

birds from other flocks at the temporary residence habitat (local bird residence

area) and with local infected birds in their habitats (poultry markets).

Within each flock the birds are subdivided into different epidemiological classes.

Sl
i and I l

i denote the population of local birds in flock i who are susceptible and

infectious, respectively; while Sm
j and Im

j denote the corresponding classes for the

population of migratory birds in flock j. The total population sizes of the two

groups are given by N l
i = Sl

i + I l
i and Nm

j = Sm
j + Im

j . The constants al
i and bmj

denote the per-capita contact rates of the local birds and migratory birds in flocks

i and j, respectively. In addition, σm
ij is the rate at which migratory birds of flock

j visit local birds of flock i and δm
ij is the rate at which migratory birds of flock

j return to their own flock (j) from local bird flock i. For a given migratory bird
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flock j the total events rate is given by
∑s

i=1(σ
m
ij + δm

ij ). Therefore,

τm
ij =

δm
ij∑s

i=1(σ
m
ij + δm

ij )
is the proportion of time spend by migratory

birds within their own flock j after leaving

local bird flock i.

ωm
ij =

σm
ij∑s

i=1(σ
m
ij + δm

ij )
is the proportion of time spend by migratory

birds of flock j with local birds of flock i,

ωm
j =

s∑
i=1

ωm
ij =

∑s
i=1 σ

m
ij∑s

i=1(σ
m
ij + δm

ij )
is the proportion of time spend by migratory

birds of flock j outside its residence area,

while

τm
j =

∑s
i=1 δ

m
ij∑s

i=1(σ
m
ij + δm

ij )
is the proportion of time spend by migratory

birds within their own flock j.

Figure 5.1 shows a caricature of the interactions between these populations.

Figure 5.1: The migratory birds travel in flocks j = 1, .., k while the local birds
live in flocks/habitats i = 1, ..., s . Here, σm

ij is the rate at which migratory birds
of type j visit local bird flock i and δm

ij is the rate at which migratory birds of flock
j return to flock (j) from local bird flock i.

If birds mix according to proportional mixing (Castillo-Chavez et al. 1998 and
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Castillo-Chavez et al. 2003) then the mixing probabilities can be define with the

following formulae:

1. P ll
ii =

al
iN

l
i

al
iN

l
i+

Pk
j=1 bm

j ωm
ij Nm

j

, the mixing probability between local birds from the

same flock i given there is contact in such habitat,

2. P lm
ij =

bm
j ωm

ij Nm
j

al
iN

l
i+

Pk
j=1 bm

j ωm
ij Nm

j

, the mixing probability of local birds and migratory

birds from flocks i and j, respectively given a contact by migratory bird of

flock j,

3. Pml
ji =

al
iN

l
i

al
iN

l
i+

Pk
j=1 bm

j ωm
ij Nm

j

ωm
ij the mixing probability of local birds and migra-

tory birds from flocks i and j, respectively, given a contact by local bird of

flock i,

4. Pmm
jj =

bm
j τm

j Nm
j

bm
j Nm

j
= τm

j the mixing probability of migratory birds of flock j in

their residence area given that there are contacts in such flock, and

5. Pmm
ijf =

bm
f ωm

if Nm
f

al
iN

l
i+

Pk
j=1 bm

j ωm
ij Nm

j

ωm
ij , the mixing probability of migratory birds of

flock j with migratory birds from a different flock f at local birds habitat i

given that there are contacts between migratory birds from such flocks.

Thus the following conditions most hold:

P ll
ii +

k∑
j=1

P lm
ij = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., s, (5.1)

Pmm
jj +

s∑
i=1

[
Pml

ji +
k∑

f=1

Pmm
ijf

]
= τm

j + ωm
j = 1, for j = 1, 2, ..., k. (5.2)

The model equations for each of the populations, using the above mixing proba-

bilities, are given below.
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The equations for local birds (residents) are

dSl
i

dt
= Λl

i −Bl
i(t)− µl

iS
l
i, (5.3)

dI l
i

dt
= Bl

i(t)− (µl
i + dl

i)I
l
i , (5.4)

where i = 1, ..., s. While for migratory birds

dSm
j

dt
= Λm

j −Bm
j (t)− µm

j S
m
j , (5.5)

dIm
j

dt
= Bm

j (t)− (µm
j + dm

j )Im
j , (5.6)

where j = 1, ..., k.

Table 5.1: Parameter definitions for modeling aproach 1: mixing weighted by
residence times. Index Definition: i = 1, ..., s represents the local birds flocks
while j = 1, ..., k represents the migratory birds flocks, f = 1, ..., s is the location
(habitat) relative to local birds.
Parameters Definitions
Λl

i recruitment/birth rate for the local birds
Λm

j migratory birds recruitment/arrival rate
µl

i natural/slaugtered mortality rate for local birds
µm

j migratory birds departure rate
dl

i, d
m
j mortality rate due to disease

βl
i, β

m
j transmission rate per contact

al
i average number of contacts of local birds per unit of time
bmj average number of contacts of migratory birds per unit of time
δm
ij rate at which migratory birds of flock j visit local birds of flock i
σm

ij rate at which migratory birds of type j return to flock (j)

The (force of) infection rate for local birds is given by

Bl
i(t) = βl

ia
l
iS

l
i

[
P ll

ii

I l
i

N l
i +
∑k

j=1 ω
m
j N

m
j

+
k∑

j=1

P lm
ij

ωm
j I

m
j

N l
i +
∑k

j=1 ω
m
j N

m
j

]
(5.7)
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while the (force of) infection rate for migratory birds is

Bm
j (t) = βm

j b
m
j S

m
j

[
s∑

i=1

Pml
ji

I l
i

N l
i +
∑k

j=1 ω
m
j N

m
j

]

+βm
j b

m
j S

m
j

[
s∑

i=1

k∑
f=1

Pmm
ijf

ωm
f I

m
f

N l
i +
∑k

j=1 ω
m
j N

m
j

+ Pmm
jj

Im
j

Nm
j

]
(5.8)

In this model, birds actually do not move, instead their contacts are distributed

via the mixing probabilities (weighted by average residence times in each habitat).

The infection rates are generated by effectives contacts between local birds and

by the contacts of those with migratory birds. The total population of local and

migratory birds when there are no disease-induced deaths (dm
j = dl

i = 0) are given

by
∑k

j=1

Λm
j

µm
j

and
∑s

i=1
Λl

i

µl
i
, respectively. Hence, the disease free equilibrium is given

by (Λm
1 /µ

m
1 , ...,Λ

m
k /µ

m
k , 0, ..., 0,Λ

l
1/µ

l
1, ...,Λ

l
s/µ

l
s, 0, ..., 0).

Analysis of this model is very complicated. Hence, in the next section we

introduced a simple model where we still consider mixing probabilities but with a

different approaches.

5.5 Modeling Approach 2: Classical Mixing

Migratory birds that visit areas with large local populations for short periods of

times may mix a lot or hardly mix with local populations. In order to look at

these mixing regimes (strong versus weak mixing) we proceed to divide the bird

population in two categories: local birds and migratory birds. Local birds are

residents, while migratory birds only ones allow to move. We let N1, ..., Ns denote

the total population of resident birds of flocks l = 1, ..., s and Ns+1, ..., Ns+k the

total population of migratory birds of flocks m = s + 1, ..., s + k. The total
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population of birds is

N =
s+k∑
r=1

Nr. (5.9)

Within each flock, birds are subdivided into two epidemiological classes, susceptible

birds, Sr, and infected birds, Ir, where r = 1, ..., s + k. The system of non-linear

ordinary differential equations that models their interactions is given by

dSr

dt
= Λr − βrSr

s+k∑
z=1

Prz
Iz
Nz

− µrSr, (5.10)

dIr
dt

= βrSr

s+k∑
z=1

Prz
Iz
Nz

− (µr + dr)Ir, (5.11)

where r = 1, ..., s+ k and {Prz} are the mixing probabilities.

Table 5.2: Parameter definitions for model under classical mixing
Parameters Definitions
Λr birds birth/arrival rate
µr birds slaughtered/departure mortality rate
dr mortality rate due to disease
βr transmission rate per contact
Prz mixing probability between birds from flock r and z

We focus on the use of two related types of mixing probabilities: proportionate

and preferred mixing (Jacquez et al. 1988, Blythe et al. 1991, Blythe et al 1995)

defined below. In order to illustrate the potential usefulness of this approach, we

carried out a preliminary study of a two flock system. That is, a local and a
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migratory bird population (r = {l,m}). Therefore, System (5.10) reduces to

dSm

dt
= Λm − βmSm

∑
z={l,m}

Pmz
Iz
Nz

− µmSm, (5.12)

dIm
dt

= βmSm

∑
z={l,m}

Pmz
Iz
Nz

− (µm + dm)Im (5.13)

dSl

dt
= Λl − βlSl

∑
z={l,m}

Plz
Iz
Nz

− µlSl, (5.14)

dIl
dt

= βlSl

∑
z={l,m}

Plz
Iz
Nz

− (µl + dl)Il, (5.15)

Furthermore, if migratory birds disperse quickly or unaffected by disease then we

can take the disease induced mortality as negligible. That is, dm ≡ 0 and the total

population of migratory birds is constant, Nm = Λm

µm
. We further assume that both

populations are equally susceptible to infection, that is, βm = βl = β. In addition,

we assume that the rate of departure of migratory birds is much bigger than the

slaughtered rate, that is, µm >> µl. These assumptions lead to the following three

dimensional system

dIm
dt

= β(Nm − Im)

(
Pmm

Im
Nm

+ Pml
Il
Nl

)
− µmIm (5.16)

dSl

dt
= Λl − βSl

(
Pll

Il
Nl

+ Plm
Im
Nm

)
− µlSl, (5.17)

dIl
dt

= βSl

(
Pll

Il
Nl

+ Plm
Im
Nm

)
− (µl + dl)Il. (5.18)

5.5.1 Proportionate Mixing

If birds mix according to proportionate mixing (Blythe et al. 1991, Blythe et al

1995, Castillo-Chavez et al. 1998 and Castillo-Chavez et al. 2003 ) then the mixing
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probabilities for System (5.10) are define as

Prz =
CrNr∑s+k

z=1 CzNz

, (5.19)

where Cr is the per-capita contact rate of birds of type r ∈ {l,m} and

s+k∑
r=1

Prz = 1. (5.20)

We now further assume that the contact rates are the same for local and migratory

birds. That is, the mixing probabilities of the two groups, Model (5.16), are just

frequently dependent. The explicit expressions are:

Pll =
Nl

Nm +Nl

= Pml, (5.21)

Pmm =
Nm

Nm +Nl

= Plm, (5.22)

where Pll + Plm = 1 and Pmm + Pml = 1.

Disease Free Equilibrium, Basic Reproductive Number and Endemic

Equilibrium

The equilibrium for System (5.16) with proportionate mixing, Eqs. (5.21) are

calculated. Thus, in this case the disease free equilibrium (DFE) is (Im, Sl, Il) =(
0, Λl

µl
, 0
)
.

The basic reproductive number R0, is defined as the average number of sec-

ondary infectious produced by a typical infected individual in a populations of

susceptibles. It is computed using the next generator operator (Dieckmann et al.

1990, Castillo-Chavez et al. 2002 and van den Driessche and Watmough 2002) see

Appendix C. Rprop
0 for the SI epidemic model under proportionate mixing is given

by

Rprop
0 =

Λl/µl

Λm/µm + Λl/µl

(
β

µl + dl

)
+

Λm/µm

Λm/µm + Λl/µl

(
β

µm

)
. (5.23)
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Therefore, Rprop
0 is given by the weighted average of the proportion of migratory

and local birds in the population. The basic reproductive number of migratory

birds is Rm
0 = β

µm
while the basic reproductive number of local birds is Rl

0 = β
µl+dl

.

Here, 1
µm

is the average time spent by migratory birds of flock m in flock or habitat

l and 1
µl+dl

is the average infectious period of local birds of flock l. For the general

proportionate mixing model, any number of groups (System (5.10)), R0 is given

by

R0 =
s∑

l=1

Λm/µm∑s+k
r=1 Λr/µr

(
β

µl + dl

)
+

s+k∑
m=s+1

Λm/µm∑s+k
r=1 Λr/µr

(
β

µm

)
. (5.24)

The stability of the DFE depends on the value of R0. Typically, if R0 < 1, the

DFE is locally asymptotically stable while if R0 > 1, the DFE is unstable. The

following theorem establishes a slightly stronger result, that is, the global stability

of the DFE.

Theorem 5.5.1. Assume µm > µl + d. If Rprop
0 < 1, then the disease free equilib-

rium (N0, 0, 0) is globally asymptotically stable where N0 = Λ/µm + Λ/µl.

Proof. Let Λm = Λl = Λ. Consider new variables N = Nm + Nl and I = Im + Il

thus, the new system under study is:

dN

dt
= (Λ + µlNm)− µlN − dlIl, (5.25)

dI

dt
= βI

(
1− I

N

)
− µmI + (µm − µl − dl)Il, (5.26)

dIl
dt

= β

(
1− Nm

N

)
I − βI

Il
N
− (µl + dl)Il. (5.27)

We need N(t) ≤ N0 = Nm + N0
l in our proof, where N0

l = Λ/µl. This can be

proved using

dN

dt
= N ′ ≤ (Λ + µlNm)− µlN. (5.28)
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Consider the Liapunov function L = (µm−µl−dl)Il +(µl +dl)I where p = 1− Nm

N0 ,

then

dL

dt
= (µl + dl)

[
βI

(
1− I

N

)
− µmI

]
+(µm − µl − dl)

[
βI

(
1− Nm

N

)
− βI

Il
N

]
= (µl + dl)(β − µm)I − (µl + dl)β

I2

N
+ (µm − µl − dl)β

(
1− Nm

N0

)
I

+(µm − µl − dl)

[
β

(
Nm

N0

− Nm

N

)
I − βI

Il
N

]

= I[(µl + dl)β − (µm − µl − d) + βµmp− (µl + dl)βp]

−(µl + dl)β
I2

N
− (µm − µl − dl)

[
β
Nm(N0 −N)I

N0N
+ βI

Il
N

]
≤ I((1− p)β(µl + dl) + pβµm − µm(µl + dl))

= I(µl + dl)µm

(
β

µm

(1− p) +
β

µl + dl

p− 1

)
= I(µl + dl)µm(Rprop

0 − 1)

≤ 0.

Thus, the disease free equilibrium (N0, 0, 0) is globally asymptotically stable as

t→∞.

The following theorem establishes the existence of at least one endemic equi-

librium if Rprop
0 > 1.

Theorem 5.5.2. If Rprop
0 > 1, then there is at least one endemic equilibrium

(I∗m, S
∗
l , I

∗
l ).

Proof. The total population of local birds is governed by

dNl

dt
= Λl − µlSl − µlIl − dlIl, (5.29)
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therefore, we can write

Λl − µlSl − µlIl − dlIl = 0 (5.30)

in two forms, that is,

Sl =
(µl + dl)Il − Λl

µl

= H1(Il), and (5.31)

Nl =
Λl − dlIl

µl

= H2(Il), (5.32)

Let H(Il) = Nm +H2(Il). From dIl

dt
= 0 and dIm

dt
= 0, we get

βH1(Il)
Im + Il
H(Il)

= (µl + dl)Il, (5.33)

β[Nm − Im]
Im + Il
H(Il)

= µmIm. (5.34)

Dividing Eq. (5.33) by Eq. (5.34), we obtain Im in terms of Il, that is,

Im =
Nm(µl + dl)Il

µmH2(Il) + (µl + dl)Il
= G(Il). (5.35)

Therefore, plugin in Eq. (5.35) into Eq. (5.33) and after canceling Il (since Il = 0

correspond to the DFE), we have Il = 0 where

F (Il) = β
H1(Il)

H(Il)

(
1 +

Nm(µl + dl)

µmH2(Il) + (µl + dl)Il

)
− (µl + dl). (5.36)

The zeroes of H1(Il) = 0, H(Il) = 0 and H3(Il) = µmH2(Il) + (µl + dl) = 0 are

Īl1 =
Λl

µl + dl

, (5.37)

Īl2 =
µlNm + Λl

dl

and (5.38)

Īl3 =
µmΛl

dl − (µl + dl)µl

, (5.39)

respectively.
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(a) If Īl1 = min{Īl1, Īl2, Īl3} then since F is continuous on
[
0, Λl

µl+dl

]
,

F (0) = (µl + dl)(R
prop
0 − 1) > 0 (5.40)

and F

(
Λl

µl + dl

)
= −(µl + dl) < 0, (5.41)

by the intermediate value theorem, there must be at least one positive root

for Il ∈ (0,∞).

(b) If Īl1 > Īl2 > Īl3 then since F is continuous in (Īl3, Īl2),

lim
Il→Īl

−
2

F (Il) = ∞ (5.42)

and lim
Il→Īl

+
3

F (Il) = −∞ (5.43)

the by the intermediate value theorem, there must be at least one positive

root for Il ∈ (0,∞)

(c) If Īl1 > Īl3 > Īl2, similarly proceed as in (b).

(d) If Īl3 > Īl1 > Īl2 then since F is continuous in (Īl2, Īl3),

lim
Il→Īl

+
2

F (Il) = −∞ (5.44)

and lim
Il→Īl

−
3

F (Il) = ∞ (5.45)

the by the intermediate value theorem, there must be at least one positive

root for Il ∈ (0,∞)

(e) If Īl2 > Īl1 > Īl3, similarly proceed as in (d).

Hence, the existence of at least one endemic equilibrium for System (5.16), has

been established whenever Rprop
0 > 1. If we can show F (Il) is monotone, then we

can set the uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium.
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5.5.2 Preferred Mixing

If birds mix according to preferred mixing (Jacquez et al. 1988, Blythe et al. 1991,

Blythe et al 1995) then the mixing probabilities are given by

Prz = frδrz + (1− fr)
(1− fz)CzNz∑k+s
j=1(1− fj)CjNj

. (5.46)

Here, Prz represent the proportion of contacts between birds of flock r and birds of

flock z where,
∑s+k

z=1 Prz =
∑k

z=1 Prz+
∑s+k

z=s+1 Prz = 1 and r is fixed. δrz is the delta

function, thus frδrz models preferred contacts, that is, “reserve” contacts with your

own type while (1 − fr)
(1−fz)CzNzPk+s
j=1 (1−fj)CjNj

models contacts via proportionate mixing.

As in the case of proportionate mixing, we assume that the average contacts rates

are the same, that is, Cr = Cz for any r and z. Thus, under this assumption, Prz

takes the simpler form

Prz = frδrz + (1− fr)
(1− fz)Nz∑k+s
j=1(1− fj)Nj

. (5.47)

For the case of only two groups model, System (5.16), these mixing probabilities

become

Pll = fl + (1− fl)
(1− fl)Nl

(1− fm)Nm + (1− fl)Nl

, (5.48)

Plm = (1− fl)
(1− fm)Nm

(1− fm)Nm + (1− fl)Nl

, (5.49)

Pml = (1− fm)
(1− fl)Nl

(1− fm)Nm + (1− fl)Nl

, (5.50)

Pmm = fm + (1− fm)
(1− fm)Nm

(1− fm)Nm + (1− fl)Nl

, (5.51)

therefore, Pll + Plm = 1 and Pmm + Pml = 1.
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Disease Free Equilibrium and Basic Reproductive Number

The equilibrium for System (5.16) with preferred mixing, Eqs. (5.48), are calcu-

lated. The DFE for the SI system is (Im, Sl, Il) =
(
0, Λl

µl
, 0
)
. However, the basic

reproductive number R0 for the SI model under preferred mixing is given by (see

Appendix C for calculations)

Rpref
0 =

1

2

[
(1− P 0

ml)
β

µm

+ (1− P 0
lm)

β

µl + d

]
(5.52)

+
1

2

√[
(1− P 0

ml)
β

µm

− (1− P 0
lm)

β

µl + d

]2

+ 4
β

µm

P 0
ml

β

µl + d
P 0

lm,

where

P 0
ml = (1− fm)

(1− fl)Λl/µl

Λm/µm + Λl/µl

and (5.53)

P 0
lm = (1− fl)

(1− fm)Λm/µm

Λm/µm + Λl/µl

. (5.54)

Therefore, in this case R0 is given by a nonlinear function of the basic reproductive

numbers of migratory and local birds, Rm
0 and Rl

0. Specifically,

Rpref
0 =

1

2

[
(1− P 0

ml)R
m
0 + (1− P 0

lm)Rl
0

]
(5.55)

+
1

2

√[
(1− P 0

ml)R
m
0 − (1− P 0

lm)Rl
0

]2
+ 4Rm

0 P
0
mlR

l
0P

0
lm.

Typically, we expect that if R0 < 1 the DFE is locally asymptotically stable while

if R0 > 1 the DFE is unstable. We conduct some simulations that support the

likelihood that these results indeed hold.

5.6 Numerical Results

In this section the results of numerical simulations are presented to illustrate and

compare the outcomes associated with the two cases of mixing probability models.
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Since the mortality rate due to HPAI in poultry (local birds) is very high we only

vary dl and fm and fl, the proportion of contacts within your own type. We

only choose values of the parameters that lead to values of Rprop
0 and Rpref

0 both

greater than 1. We only vary the proportion of preferred contacts (f ’s). Hence,

the solutions for the SI epidemic model corresponding to proportionate mixing are

fixed as well as the corresponding basic reproductive number, Rprop
0 = 5.4183. In

addition, we fixed the rest of the parameters as follows: βm = 0.3, βl = 0.6, µm =

0.1, µl = 0.01,Λm = 7.5 and Λl = 50. The initial conditions for the epidemiological

classes are set to Im0 = 20, Sl0 = 5000 and Il0 = 0 that is, a total population of

migratory birds, Λm/µm = 75 and a total population of local birds, Λm/µm = 5000.
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Figure 5.2: Solutions for the SI epidemic model for both proportionate mixing
and preferred mixing. Since in this case fm = fl = 0 solutions are the same for
both models. The difference is in the mortality rate due to disease, the figure on
the left shows the solutions for dl = .1 while the figure on the right shows solutions
for dl = 0.5.

Figure 5.2 shows solutions of the SI epidemic model for both proportionate and
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preferred mixing. Hence, for both figures we set fm = fl = 0 and vary the local

birds disease-induced mortality, dl. The solutions for all the epidemiological classes

overlap since the mixing probabilities are the same for both models (P prop
rz = P pref

rz

for r, z = {l,m}) and Rprop
0 = Rpref

0 if fm = fl = 0 The figure on the left shows

the case where d = 0.1 with Rprop
0 = Rpref

0 = 5.4183 while the figure on the right

shows the case where d = 0.5 with Rprop
0 = Rpref

0 = 1.2034. If the disease-induced

mortality is 0.5 then infected individuals die so fast that only a small window

of time is available to infect others. Hence, when d = 0.5 we have a smaller

(compare to the figure on the left) basic reproductive number and a lower number

of infected cases. When d = 0.1 a larger number of infected cases are recorded and

the epidemic takes over in less than 30 days (with a peak at 15 days). Since the

average time that migratory birds spend with local birds is small
(

1
µm

= 10 days
)

their infected population basically remains constant.

Solutions of the SI epidemic model under true preferred mixing when fm = fl =

0.5 or when fm = fl = 0.9 with d = 0.1 are presented on Figure 5.3. The figure on

the left shows the case fm = fl = 0.5, that is, when half of the contact are reserve

for mixing within your own type and the other half reserve for random mixing

with all other groups. In this case, there is not much qualitative changes between

this plot and the left plot on Figure 5.2. We see a slightly shift on the solutions

of local susceptible and infected birds as well as on the R0’s (Rprop
0 = 5.4183 and

Rprep
0 = 5.4295). The figure on the right shows plots for the case fm = fl = 0.9.

In this case, higher infected cases (higher peak) are seen under preferred mixing.

Again, the population of migratory infected birds remains nearly constant.

Figure 5.4 on the left shows the solutions of the SI epidemic model for fm =

fl = 0.999 with disease induced mortality d = 0.1. Even thought in this case must
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Figure 5.3: Solutions for the SI epidemic model for both proportionate and pre-
ferred mixing. The figure on the left shows solutions for fm = fl = 0.5 while the
figure on the right show solutions for fm = fl = 0.9. As the proportion of contact
with your own type increases the number of infected increases as well.

contacts are only within your own type, slight random mixing can still trigger an

epidemic. The figure on the right show solutions where fm = fl ≈ 1, that is under

complete preferred mixing. In this case a higher number of local infected birds are

reported, that is Il = 4288. Therefore, contacts under preferred mixing give the

worst case scenario as higher infections cases are seen in infected poultry. How-

ever, the epidemic takes longer (days) to be established in local birds populations.

Therefore, timely control measures can be pursue to prevent further damage.

Figure 5.5 shows Rprop
0 and Rpref

0 as a function of the R0’s of migratory birds

and local birds, that is, Rm
0 and Rl

0 respectively. All other parameters are fixed to

βm = βl = 0.4, µl = 0.01, dl = 0.1,Λm = 7.5,Λl = 50 and fm = fl = 0.999. For

preferred mixing (the figure on the right) we can observe that for small values of
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Figure 5.4: Solutions for the SI epidemic model for both proportionate and pre-
ferred mixing. The figure on the left shows solutions for fm = fl = 0.99. The
figure on the right show solutions completely preferred mixing for fm = fl ≈ 1. In
this case higher reported cases are shown with 4288 local infected birds.

Rm
0 , as Rl

0 increases Rpref
0 also increases. Therefore, Rpref

0 can be larger when Rm
0

and Rl varies, thus preferred mixing indeed can provide the worst case scenario.

5.7 Discussion

In this chapter a general metapopulation framework is introduced for the study of

the dynamics of epidemics generated from weak or strong interactions between mi-

gratory birds and local birds. We reformulate two versions of this framework, the

first base on resident times (see Castillo-Chavez et al. 1998 and Castillo-Chavez

et al. 2003) and the second on classical mixing (Jacquez et al. 1988, Blythe et

al. 1991, Blythe et al 1995). The overall analysis of models with complex mixing

has turned out to be difficult but see Castillo-Chavez et al. (1989), Busenberg and
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Figure 5.5: The graphs shows Rprop
0 and Rpref

0 as a function of Rm
0 and Rl

0.

Castillo-Chavez (1991), Simon and Jacquez (1992), Huang et al. (1992), Castillo-

Chavez et al. (2003), and Castillo-Chavez and Song (2004). Preliminary studies

of the residence-time framework was carried out by Castillo-Chavez et al. 2003 in

the context of mass transportation systems and smallpox outbreaks but there is

not yet a clean analyses even of simple cases. Hence, here we focus on highlighting

the potential use of classical mixing models through the preliminary analytical and

computational analysis of a simple epidemic model that involves weak, strong or

random interactions between two types of bird populations. We focus on epidemics

driven by the interactions of one migratory (short residence-times) and one local

populations of birds. We observe that the mixing not only impacts the value of

the basic reproductive number but also the duration of an epidemic. Furthermore,

we explore the case when disease (HPAI avian influenza) seriously impact the abil-

ity of local populations to survive. Hence, we study the impact of high-mortality
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rates in local populations under weak, strong or random mixing. In this paper we

observe that preferred mixing triggers a stronger epidemic (larger R0) although in

higher duration. Thus, control measures may be achievable in a timely manner

under preferred mixing. The reduction of the avian flu epidemic may be achieved

by effectively controlling the interactions between migratory and local bird popu-

lations along migration routes. The cycle of transmission between this populations

should be broken if the virus is to be eradicated from poultry flocks.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Tradiitionally, limited theoretical work on the spread of disease has been done

that incorporates spatially explicit dynamics. In this dissertation, we deal with

models that account for the explicit or implicit spatial spread of epidemics with

the incorporation of space and time.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of diffusion models in biology, mainly reaction-

diffusion equations. It introduces a modeling approach based on integrodifference

equations. These models are known as discrete spatial contact models. Chap-

ters 3 and 4 focuses on the study of epidemic dispersal model by nonlinear inte-

grodifference equations. The models incorporate population growth (with discrete

generations), disease dynamics and dispersal. We search for travelling wave solu-

tions and minimum speed of propagation. We study epidemic models (SI, SIS)

with non-overlapping and overlapping epidemiological generations, that is, models

where the generation of secondary cases of infection are driven by carefully derived

monotone and non-monotone growth functions. It is shown that when dispersal is

added (via redistribution kernels) to epidemic models in populations with simple

demographic patterns (constant and geometric growth) travelling wave solutions

exist as long as the disease’s basic reproductive number, R0, is greater than one

and the initial conditions have compact support. The minimal speed of propaga-

tion, c∗, is computed. Simulations that evaluate the role of the parameters of the

model to the minimal speed are carried out. We find, for example, that c∗ is posi-

tively correlated to changes in key epidemiological parameters. Furthermore, it is

shown that controlling individuals’ movement and reducing the infectious period
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helps prevent the advancement of an epidemic. Numerical simulations are carried

out that shows traveling wave solutions when R0 > 1 in one and two spatial di-

mensions. In the case of non-monotone growth functions, it is shown numerically

that when the solution of the epidemic model approaches monotonically a positive

fixed point (local endemic state) the travelling wave solutions will have a monotone

wave profile. On the other hand, when solutions approach the positive fixed point

(local endemic) via damped oscillations, the traveling wave solution will experience

damped oscillations around the fixed point. Simulations in two spatial dimensions

are also carried out in this last scenario.

An alternative framework for the study of disease dispersal is introduced in

Chapter 5. We focus on the role of transient populations on disease dynamics

using a metapopulation model approach, that is, a model without explicit space

variables. We consider two modeling schemes one base on mixing (contact between

populations) weighted by residence-times in key environments and a second that

uses a classical approach (classical mixing). In order, to explore the potential uses

of these framework, we consider a rather simple case that involves only two groups:

a local and a migratory bird population. It is observed that the mixing will not

only impacts the value of R0 but also the duration of the epidemic. It is shown

that preferred (like-with-like) mixing triggers the stronger epidemic outbreaks.

Future work includes the exploration of the meta-population approach and the

expansion of the integrodiffernce approach to the case of interacting populations.

The application of these models to the study of specifics diseases and their con-

nection to data are also part of a future research program.
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APPENDIX A

HOMOCLINIC AND HETEROCLINIC ORBITS

Homoclinic orbits are trajectories that start and end at the same equilibrium

points. More precisely, a homoclinic orbit lies in the intersection of the stable

manifold and the unstable manifold of an equilibrium. They are common in con-

servative systems, but are rare otherwise. An homoclinic orbit does not correspond

to a periodic orbit solution, because the trajectory takes “forever” to reach the

equilibrium. These trajectories approach the fixed point as t→ ±∞.

Homoclinic orbits and homoclinic points are defined in the same way for iterated

functions, as the intersection of the stable set and unstable set of some fixed point or

periodic point of the system. Consider the continuous dynamical system described

by the ordinary differential equation ẋ = f(x). Suppose there is an equilibrium at

x = x1, then a solution ϑ(t) is a homoclinic orbit if ϑ(t) → x1 as t→ ±∞.

Figure A.1: Example of a homoclinic orbit.

As described in Guckenheimer and Holmes (2002) a heteroclinic orbit (some-

times called a heteroclinic connection) is a path in phase space which joins two

different equilibrium points. Heteroclinic orbits are trajectories that connect two

or more saddle points. Like homoclinic orbits, heteroclinic orbits are much more

common in reversible or conservative systems than in orther types of systems.
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Figure A.2: Example of a heteroclinic orbit.

Consider the continuous dynamical system described by the ordinary differen-

tial equation ẋ = f(x). Suppose there are equilibria at x = x1 and x = x2, then a

solution ϑ(t) is a heteroclinic orbit from x1 to x2 if ϑ(t) → x1 as t→ −∞ and

ϑ(t) → x2 as t → +∞. This implies that the orbit is contained in the stable

manifold of x2 and the unstable manifold of x1. For an example in the context of

an epidemiological applications, see Faina et al. (2005).
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APPENDIX B

R0 FOR THE INTEGRODIFFERENCE EPIDEMIC MODEL

The R0 for the integrodifference epidemic System (3.7) corresponds to the R0

of the discrete time system (3.4). Linearizing Eq. (3.17) with

It(y) = Ĩ(y) + Īt(y). (B.1)

and substitution of Eq. (B.1) into the integrodifference equation (3.17) gives

It+1(x) ≈
∫ ∞

−∞
g(It(y)) k(x− y) dy (B.2)

Ĩ(x) + Īt+1(x) ≈
∫ ∞

−∞
g(Ĩ(y) + Īt(y)) k(x− y) dy

≈
∫ ∞

−∞

[
1−Q

(
α(Ĩ(y) + Īt(y))

Λ + Λ∗

)]
[Λ∗ − γ(Ĩ(y) + Īt(y))] +

γσ(Ĩ(y) + Īt(y)) k(x− y)dy. (B.3)

Thus, under a Taylor Series expansion:

Ĩ(x) + Īt+1(x) ≈
∫ ∞

−∞

{
1−Q

(
αĨ(y)

Λ + Λ∗

)
− α

Λ + Λ∗Q

(
αĨ(y)

Λ + Λ∗

)
Īt(y)

}

k(x− y)dy +

∫ ∞

−∞
{[Λ∗ − γĨ(y)− γĪt(y)] + γσĨ(y)

+γσĪt(y)}k(x− y)dy. (B.4)

The steady state equation for the system of integrodifference equations is

Ĩ(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞

{[
1−Q

(
αĨ(y)

Λ + Λ∗

)]
[Λ∗ − γĨ(y)] + γσĨ(y)

}
k(x− y)dy. (B.5)

Therefore, Eq. (B.2) becomes

Īt+1(x) ≈
∫ ∞

−∞

[
1−Q

(
αĨ(y)

Λ + Λ∗

)]
[−γĪt(y)] +

[
−α

Λ + Λ∗Q

(
αĨ(y)

Λ + Λ∗

)
Īt(y)

]
[Λ∗ − γĨ(y)] + γσĪt(y) k(x− y)dy. (B.6)
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If Ĩ(y) = 0, then

Īt+1(x) =

∫ ∞

−∞

[
αΛ∗Q(0)

Λ + Λ∗ + γσ

]
Īt(y) k(x− y)dy (B.7)

Thus we conclude that,

Īt+1(x) = c

∫ ∞

−∞
Īt(y) k(x− y)dy where c =

αΛ∗Q(0)

Λ + Λ∗ + γσ. (B.8)

The stability of Ĩ(y) = 0 under the perturbation Īt(x) = λtj(x) where λ 6= 0,

j(x) > 0,
∫∞
−∞ j(x)dx <∞ is

λt+1 j(x) = c

∫ ∞

−∞
λt j(y) k(x− y) dy, (B.9)

λ j(x) = c

∫ ∞

−∞
j(y) k(x− y) dy, (B.10)

λ

∫ ∞

−∞
j(x) dx = c

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
j(y) k(x− y) dy dx, (B.11)

= c

(∫ ∞

−∞
j(y)dy

)(∫ ∞

−∞
k(x− y)dx

)
(B.12)

Changing variables with β = x− y then,

λ = c

∫ ∞

−∞
k(β)dβ, and since the total mass of the kernel is one we conclude

λ =
αΛ∗Q(0)

Λ + Λ∗ + γσ > 0.

Therefore for It(x) = λti(x) > 0 if λ > 1 then Ĩ(x) ≡ 0 is unstable while if

0 < λ < 1 then Ĩ(x) is locally asymptotically stable. Therefore, λ > 1 provides the

equation for R0 below. In conclusion this result is satisfied if and only if R0 > 1

is unstable while 0 < R0 < 1 is locally asymptotically stable. Hence R0 for the

integrodifference equation model is provided by:

R0 =
α

1− γσ
[p+ γ(1− p)]. (B.13)
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APPENDIX C

NEXT GENERATOR OPERATOR

In 1990 Dieckmann et al. define R0 as the spectral radius of the next generator

matrix. R0 is typically found by calculating the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix

at the DFE equilibrium, where the largest positive eigenvalue is R0 (Castillo-

Chavez et al. 2002). Here, the general idea of the next generator approach is

explained following the work of van den Driessche and Watmough (2002).

The total population is divided in compartments according to their epidemio-

logical status, that is, susceptible, exposed, infected, recovered and treated among

others such that x = (x1, x2, x3, ...xn)t where xi ≥ 0 represent the number of in-

dividuals in each compartment. These compartments are further divided, Mi(x)

corresponds to the rate of appearance of new infections into each compartment

whereas Di(x)
+ is the transfer of individuals into each compartment by all other

means and Di(x)
− is the transfer of individuals out of each compartment. There-

fore, disease transmission model correspond to the following system of equations:

ẋi = f(xi) = Mi(x)−Di(x), i = 1, ..., n (C.1)

where Di(x) = D+
i (x) − D−

i (x). Thus, if x0 is the DFE of System (C.1) with

Jacobian matrices

M =

[
∂Mi

∂xj

(x0)

]
and D =

[
∂Di

∂xj

(x0)

]
with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m (C.2)

then

R0 = ρ(MD−1) (C.3)

where ρ(A) denotes the spectral radius of A, that is the largest eigenvalue λ of

A− λI.
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C.0.1 R0 for the Case of Proportionate Mixing

To obtain the R0 of the SI epidemic model with proportionate mixing we let the

vector of new infections be:

M =


β[Nm − Im]

[
Im+Il

Nm+Nl

]
0

βSl

[
Im+Il

Nm+Nl

]
 (C.4)

whereas

D =


µmIm

−Λl + βSl[Nm − Im]
[

Im+Il

Nm+Nl

]
+ µlSl

(µl + d)Il

 . (C.5)

Thus, after computing the Jacobian matrices of M and D, evaluating them at the

DFE x0 =
(
0, Λl

µl
, 0
)
, and doing some simplifications we obtain

M =

βTm βTm

βTl βTl

 and D =

µm 0

0 µl + d

 , (C.6)

where Tm = Λm/µm

Λm/µm+Λl/µl
and Tl = Λl/µl

Λm/µm+Λl/µl
. Therefore,

MD−1 =

βTm

µm

βTm

µl+d

βTl

µm

βTl

µl+d

 (C.7)

and the basic reproductive number is

Rprop
0 = ρ(MD−1) = Tm

β

µm

+ Tl
β

µl + d
. (C.8)
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C.0.2 R0 for the Case of Preferred Mixing

For the case of preferred mixing, the vector of new infections is:

M =


β[Nm − Im]

[
(1− Pml)

Il

Nl
+ Pml

Im

Nm

]
0

βSl

[
(1− Plm) Il

Nl
+ Plm

Im

Nm

]
 (C.9)

whereas

D =


µmIm

−Λl + βSl

[
(1− Plm) Il

Nl
+ Plm

Im

Nm

]
+ µlSl

(µl + d)Il

 . (C.10)

Thus, after obtain the Jacobian matrices of M and D evaluating them at the DFE

x0 =
(
0, Λl

µl
, 0
)

and doing some simplifications we obtain

M =

β(1− P 0
ml) βP 0

lm

βP 0
ml β(1− P 0

lm)

 and D =

µm 0

0 µl + d

 , (C.11)

where P 0
ml = (1− fm) (1−fl)Λl/µl

Λm/µm+Λl/µl
and P 0

lm = (1− fl)
(1−fm)Λm/µm

Λm/µm+Λl/µl
. Therefore,

MD−1 =

 β
µm

(1− P 0
ml)

β
µl+d

P 0
lm

β
µm
P 0

ml
β

µl+d
(1− P 0

lm)

 (C.12)

and the basic reproductive number is

Rpref
0 = ρ(MD−1) =

1

2

[
(1− P 0

ml)
β

µm

+ (1− P 0
lm)

β

µl + d

]
(C.13)

+
1

2

√[
(1− P 0

ml)
β

µm

− (1− P 0
lm)

β

µl + d

]2

+ 4
β

µm

P 0
ml

β

µl + d
P 0

lm.
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